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CORPORATE DISCLOSURE STATEMENT 

The appellant, by and through its undersigned counsel, hereby makes the 

following corporate disclosures pursuant to Fed. R. App. P. 26.1: 

Hearst Stations Inc., d/b/a Television Station WCVB-TV, states that it is 

owned by Hearst Television Inc., whose ultimate parent is The Hearst Corporation.  

Hearst Stations Inc., Hearst Television Inc., and The Hearst Corporation all are 

privately held, and, thus, no publicly held corporation owns 10% or more of Hearst 

Stations Inc.’s stock.   
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REASONS WHY ORAL ARGUMENT SHOULD BE HEARD 

Simply put, this case affects the very future of over-the-air broadcasting as we 

know it.  It involves numerous issues of first impression in this circuit concerning 

the Copyright Act, 17 U.S.C. §§ 101, et seq. (the “Copyright Act”), including a 

highly controversial argument, which is the subject of a petition for certiorari 

currently pending before the Supreme Court.   

Aereo is in the business of retransmitting broadcast television to members of 

the public for profit.  It explicitly markets itself as a service through which its 

subscribers may watch “live” television over the internet for a fee.  Decades ago, 

Congress amended the Copyright Act to make crystal clear that the right to 

retransmit a copyrighted work—indeed, quite specifically, the right to retransmit 

broadcast television—to the public is one of the exclusive rights of the copyright 

holder.  Yet Aereo insists, and the district court agreed, that Aereo may copy and 

retransmit copyrighted broadcast television to its subscribers without receiving 

authorization from, or providing any kind of compensation to, the holders of the 

copyrights in the programming it retransmits.   

Aereo retransmits broadcasts to its subscribers using a contrived system that 

utilizes thousands of mini antennas and program copies unique to each subscriber.  

Aereo freely acknowledges that it does this in an attempt to exploit a perceived 

“loophole” created by a much criticized Second Circuit decision.  According to this 
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theory, if thousands of Aereo subscribers simultaneously watch the same broadcast 

of the Super Bowl using Aereo, Aereo is not publicly performing the Super Bowl.  

Rather, simply because it uses thousands of little antennas rather than one big 

antenna, and thousands of individual copies, it is making thousands of 

simultaneous “private” performances, and thus evading liability for its blatant 

unauthorized exploitation of copyrighted works. 

Except for the district court below, this dubious logic has been rejected by 

every court outside the Second Circuit to consider it (not to mention numerous 

copyright scholars).  The District Court for the District of Columbia not only 

rejected the Second Circuit’s logic, but also enjoined an Aereo competitor with 

essentially the same technology from operating throughout most of the country, 

including in Boston.  Yet Aereo is permitted to continue its infringing activity here 

unabated.  Oral argument will greatly assist the Court in analyzing the important 

issues presented by this appeal. 

JURISDICTIONAL STATEMENT 

The district court has exclusive subject-matter jurisdiction over this action 

pursuant to 28 U.S.C. §§ 1331 and 1338(a) because the action arises under the 

Copyright Act.  This Court has jurisdiction over this appeal pursuant to 28 U.S.C. 
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§ 1292(a)(1) because it is an appeal from the district court’s order refusing to grant 

a preliminary injunction.  ADD20.1

This appeal is timely filed pursuant to Federal Rule of Appellate Procedure 

4(a)(1)(A).  The district court entered the order at issue on October 10, 2013.  

JA477.  The plaintiff-appellant, Hearst Stations Inc., d/b/a WCVB-TV (“WCVB”), 

filed its notice of appeal the same day, see JA469, well before the 30-day deadline 

imposed by Rule 4(a)(1)(A).   

   

STATEMENT OF THE ISSUES 

1. Where the Copyright Act proscribes the unlicensed retransmission of 

copyrighted programming to the public using “any device or process,” can the 

internet television retransmission service of the defendant, Aereo, Inc. (“Aereo”), 

avoid liability for infringing WCVB’s public performance rights by using 

technology that captures WCVB’s broadcasts with mini antennas, creates 

individual subscriber copies, and retransmits those copies to Aereo’s paying 

subscribers? 

2. Does Aereo’s internet television retransmission service, which 

provides subscribers with access to copyrighted television programming and 

creates technologically unnecessary copies in order for its subscribers to watch that 

                                                 
1 References to “ADD” indicate the page referenced in the Addendum attached to 
this brief.  References to “JA” indicate the page referenced in the Joint Appendix 
and Supplemental Appendix - Filed Under Seal.     
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programming, directly infringe WCVB’s exclusive right of reproduction under the 

Copyright Act? 

3. Does Aereo’s internet television retransmission service, which 

retransmits over the internet, without authorization, WCVB’s broadcasts of 

copyrighted programming irreparably harm WCVB by usurping WCVB’s control 

over its copyrighted works, including any advantage WCVB would otherwise 

possess as the first to market its own programming online and its ability to 

generate revenues from retransmission agreements and advertising? 

STATEMENT OF THE CASE 

I. PROCEDURAL HISTORY 

WCVB filed its copyright infringement complaint on July 9, 2013.2

                                                 
2 WCVB amended its complaint on July 30, 2013 to add additional copyrighted 
programming to the list of WCVB shows retransmitted by Aereo without WCVB’s 
authorization.  JA133–219.  

  JA473.  

It alleges that Aereo is infringing WCVB’s exclusive rights under the Copyright 

Act to publicly perform, reproduce, distribute, and create derivative works of 

WCVB’s original copyrighted programming.  Aereo infringes WCVB’s copyrights 

by, among other things, retransmitting, without authorization, WCVB’s broadcasts 

of programs to Aereo’s paying subscribers through Aereo’s website, 

www.aereo.com.   
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On July 9, 2013, WCVB filed a motion for a preliminary injunction seeking 

to enjoin Aereo from retransmitting WCVB’s broadcasts to Aereo’s customers.  

JA473.  In support of its motion, WCVB demonstrated that Aereo’s retransmission 

service violates the plain language of the Copyright Act, as well as Congress’ 

clearly expressed intent concerning that Act.  WCVB further proved that it was 

being irreparably harmed by Aereo’s service, which competes directly with WCVB 

and the cable and other providers that pay to lawfully transmit WCVB’s 

broadcasts.  

On July 16, 2013, Aereo filed a motion to transfer the case to the Southern 

District of New York and a motion to stay the proceedings pending the district 

court’s disposition of the transfer motion.  JA474.  After oral argument, the district 

court (Gorton, J.) denied all three motions in a Memorandum and Order entered on 

October 10, 2013 (“Order”).  ADD20. 

II. RULINGS PRESENTED FOR REVIEW 

In its Order, the district court denied WCVB’s request for injunctive relief, 

erroneously concluding that WCVB was unlikely to succeed on any of its 

copyright claims.  ADD8–16.  In denying WCVB’s public performance argument, 

the district court failed to engage in any independent analysis and appears to have 

relied exclusively on the reasoning of a Second Circuit case, which has been 

harshly criticized by copyright scholars and had not been followed by any other 
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court outside that circuit.  ADD9–13.  Further, in considering WCVB’s 

reproduction argument, the court relied on a test that has not been adopted in the 

First Circuit and does not apply to Aereo’s business model.  ADD13–15.  While 

the district court recognized that WCVB showed the prospect of irreparable harm, 

it concluded that this showing was outweighed by the court’s determination that 

WCVB was unlikely to succeed on the merits of its claims.  ADD17–20.3

III. STATEMENT OF THE FACTS 

   

A. THE COPYRIGHT ACT OF 1976 

The Copyright Act rewards the creative investment of copyright owners with 

“exclusive rights to do and to authorize” certain uses of their works.  17 U.S.C. 

§ 106.  Among those rights is the exclusive right “to reproduce the copyrighted 

work in copies” and “in the case of . . . motion pictures and other audiovisual 

works, to perform the copyrighted work publicly.”  Id. at § 106(1) & (4).  

The extraordinary creative and economic investments made by over-the-air 

broadcasters in producing high-quality local news and entertainment programming 

is at particular risk of exploitation because, pursuant to licensing by the Federal 

Communications Commission (“FCC”), that programming must be offered over-

the-air to the public for free.  See 47 U.S.C. §§ 301, 307; 47 C.F.R. §§ 73.624(b), 

                                                 
3 While the district court erred with respect to WCVB’s claims regarding its rights 
of distribution and derivation, for purposes of this appeal, WCVB focuses only 
upon its rights of public performance and reproduction. 
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73.1740(c).  In passing revisions to the Copyright Act in 1976, Congress addressed 

the danger that profiteering third parties would exploit this arrangement by 

intercepting free over-the-air broadcasts and retransmitting them to the public for a 

fee.  In so doing, Congress emphatically rejected the Supreme Court’s conclusion 

in Fortnightly Corp. v. United Artists Television, Inc., 392 U.S. 390 (1968) and 

Teleprompter Corp. v. Columbia Broadcasting System, Inc., 415 U.S. 394 (1974) 

that early cable companies merely were enhancing a viewer’s ability to receive free 

programming.  Instead, Congress broadly defined the public performance right to 

prevent any unauthorized retransmission of over-the-air broadcasts through any 

medium or technology, then known or later developed, to the public.  See 17 

U.S.C. § 101.  

The result is that retransmission services, such as cable and satellite 

companies, that take over-the-air broadcasts and retransmit them to their 

subscribers must obtain licenses to do so, and, generally, pay substantial royalties. 

See 47 U.S.C. § 325(b); H.R. Rep. No. 94-1476, at 88–90 (1976), reprinted in 

U.S.C.C.A.N. 5659, 5702–705 (“House Report”); JA15 at ¶ 29.  As Congress 

explained, the Copyright Act provides that “commercial enterprises whose basic 

retransmission operations are based on the carriage of copyrighted program 

material” must pay “copyright royalties . . . to the creators of such programs.”  

House Report at 89–90.  The Copyright Act focused initially on the actions of 
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early cable companies but also looked to the future in proscribing 

retransmissions using any “device” or “process” whether “now known or later 

developed.”  17 U.S.C. § 101.  Aereo is a commercial internet television 

business that uses a new—albeit highly inefficient—device and process in 

seeking to supplant current authorized retransmission services.  JA68–69, at 

185:7–186:24; JA261.  

B. WCVB  

Over the forty years of its existence, WCVB has become a leader in the 

Boston television market and, on multiple occasions, its programming has received 

some of the industry’s highest honors.  JA9 at ¶ 9.  In total, WCVB creates, 

produces, broadcasts, and distributes well over 43 hours per week of original 

programming, including local news, weather, emergency information, sports, 

entertainment, and health and wellness programs.4

                                                 
4 In addition, WCVB also pays for the right to transmit network and syndicated 
programming produced by others.  JA11 at ¶ 13.  

  JA8–9 at ¶ 7.  WCVB’s 

programming includes shows such as:  Chronicle, a unique, locally-produced, 

weekday magazine; CityLine, an award-winning urban news and features weekly 

magazine; and On The Record, a weekly political roundtable featuring discussions 

with local Massachusetts newsmakers.  JA9 at ¶ 8.  WCVB owns the exclusive 

rights to its copyrighted programming.  JA11 at ¶ 15.  
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WCVB expends considerable amounts of money, time, energy, and 

creativity in producing its original programming, and in building the substantial 

broadcasting infrastructure necessary to transmit and distribute its works.  JA10–11 

at ¶¶ 12, 14.  To date, WCVB transmits its programming primarily in two ways.  

First, it broadcasts over the air, as required by federal regulation.  JA11 at ¶ 15; 47 

C.F.R. § 73.624(b).  Second, cable, satellite, and other telecommunications 

companies retransmit WCVB’s programming pursuant to agreements with WCVB.  

JA11 at ¶ 15.  WCVB is compensated for its works through commercial 

advertising revenue, copyright fees, and retransmission fees paid by cable, satellite, 

and other telecommunications companies, all of which directly compete with 

Aereo for subscribers.  JA12 at ¶ 17; JA15–16 at ¶¶ 30–32; JA293; JA261. 

WCVB also is actively involved in developing new ways to transmit its 

programming over the internet.  JA13–14 at ¶ 24.  Before WCVB can fully stream 

its daily programming over the internet, however, it must ensure that it complies 

with all interested parties’ rights and obligations.  JA13–15 at ¶¶ 23, 27, 28.  Doing 

so involves discussions, negotiations, and agreements between and among various 

stakeholders, such as copyright holders of syndicated shows and the cable, 

satellite, and other telecommunications companies that presently transmit WCVB’s 

programming with authorization.  JA13–15 at ¶¶ 24, 27, 28.  Those discussions are 

in process.  JA13 at ¶ 24. 
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C. AEREO5

On or about May 30, 2013, Aereo made its service available to the general 

public in the Boston television market.

 

6

During this process, Aereo makes three copies of each WCVB program and 

stores the copies on Aereo hard-drives.  JA550 at ¶ 42; JA571.  Aereo makes its 

copies regardless of whether a subscriber chooses to watch a program “live” or 

  JA56.  When subscribers log on to 

Aereo’s website, they have two options.  From a menu of content that Aereo 

selects, subscribers can either “Watch” a copyrighted program airing “live” or 

“Record” that program.  JA39; JA534 at ¶ 6; JA554 at ¶ 55.  To divert a program 

into its internet service, Aereo deploys thousands of mini antennas, which intercept 

WCVB’s broadcast signals intended for use by the general consuming public.  

JA58; JA504 at Fig. 10.  Aereo then routes these intercepted signals through its 

processors, altering their format to make them internet-compatible.  JA550 at ¶ 41.  

Aereo offers WCVB’s programs in real time over the internet to its subscribers for 

a fee, at the same time that those programs are broadcast over the air.  JA39; JA58; 

JA240. 

                                                 
5 The facts set forth in this section are based upon statements made by Aereo.  
WCVB accepts those statements as true only for purposes of the underlying motion 
and this appeal. 
6 Aereo launched a more limited service on or about May 15, 2013, but did not go 
fully online until May 30, 2013.  JA56.  
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instead records that program.  JA534 at n.1; JA553 at ¶51; JA571.  In either 

instance, Aereo delivers WCVB’s programming only via copies.  Id. 

Aereo retransmits broadcasts of copyrighted programs to multiple paying 

subscribers.  In doing so, as Aereo has admitted, it is performing the same service 

as cable companies, JA68–69, at 185:7–186:24; JA261, which, unlike Aereo, hold 

statutory copyright licenses to retransmit WCVB’s programs or secure the consent 

of WCVB to retransmit the station’s signal.  See 17 U.S.C. § 111; 47 USC § 325; 

House Report at 89–90; JA15 at ¶ 29.  Aereo uses WCVB’s intercepted 

programming for commercial gain, charging each subscriber a monthly payment 

for its service.  JA67, at 183:7–18; JA95.  

SUMMARY OF THE ARGUMENT 

Aereo’s use of contrived technology to free-ride on WCVB’s substantial 

investment in its copyrighted programming directly clashes with long-settled law 

that proscribes retransmitting over-the-air broadcasts without permission.  It also 

clashes with a finely-balanced regulatory scheme that promotes investment in 

critical local news and entertainment programming.  The district court’s failure to 

preliminarily enjoin Aereo’s retransmission service upends this regime and 

threatens the entire over-the-air broadcast industry.   

As a copyright holder, WCVB possesses the exclusive right to control who 

publicly performs its copyrighted works.  Under the Transmit Clause of the 
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Copyright Act, one publicly performs a work when he or she “transmit[s] . . . a 

performance . . . of the work . . . to the public.”  17 U.S.C. § 101.  Aereo 

retransmits WCVB’s over-the-air broadcasts of its copyrighted programming over 

the internet to Aereo’s paying subscribers, who consist of members of the general 

public.  Under a plain reading of the Transmit Clause, Aereo thus publicly 

performs WCVB’s copyrighted works.  This application of the Transmit Clause is 

further supported by the legislative history, which reflects Congress’ clear intent 

that the Act cover retransmission enterprises like Aereo. 

To avoid liability, Aereo makes two arguments.  First, Aereo argues that its 

retransmission of over-the-air broadcasts to its paying subscribers is not a “public” 

performance because each Aereo subscriber receives an individualized 

transmission streamed from an individual subscriber-associated, digital copy of the 

broadcast transmission.  Under Aereo’s theory, this technical contrivance makes 

Aereo’s simultaneous transmissions “private.”  Thus, for example, Aereo could 

have 500,000 subscribers simultaneously watching the same Super Bowl using 

Aereo, but Aereo would not be “publicly” performing the Super Bowl.  Instead, 

Aereo would be making 500,000 simultaneous “private” performances to its 

subscribers. 

Aereo’s theory re-writes the Transmit Clause.  The Transmit Clause 

expressly instructs that whether a performance has been transmitted “to the public” 
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depends on whether “members of the public [are] capable of receiving the 

performance.”  Yet under Aereo’s reading, a performance that reaches thousands 

of members of the public nonetheless would be “private” simply because it occurs 

through thousands of individual transmissions.  In other words, Aereo 

impermissibly replaces “performance” with “transmission.”  Those words are not 

interchangeable.  In addition, Aereo’s “individual transmission” argument renders 

the statute incomprehensible.  The statute provides that a performance is public 

“whether the members of the public capable of receiving the performance . . . 

receive it in the same place or in separate places and at the same time or at 

different times.”  17 U.S.C. § 101 (emphasis added).  But an individual 

transmission (as opposed to the underlying performance) cannot be received “at 

different times.”  Instead, the clear statutory language expressly contemplates a 

single public performance consisting of multiple transmissions of an underlying 

performance received by different viewers “at different times.”  Aereo’s theory 

renders the “at different times” language meaningless.   

Aereo also argues that it is not engaging in public performances because it is 

a mere provider of equipment through which consumers can enhance their over-

the-air broadcast experience.  That argument, however, was explicitly rejected by 

Congress in 1976 when it enacted the current version of the Transmit Clause.   
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Moreover, Congress made clear that it intended the Copyright Act to be 

technology-neutral and to cover unforeseen and unforeseeable technological 

changes.  In doing so, Congress focused on the performance being transmitted, not 

the technical details of how it was accomplished.  Congress was unequivocal in 

stating that retransmission enterprises like Aereo’s were covered by the Copyright 

Act, regardless of technical contrivances. 

Aereo’s system of technologically unnecessary mini antennas and 

supposedly separate transmissions of subscriber-associated copies was built solely 

to exploit a perceived public performance “loophole” created by Cartoon Network 

LP, LLP v. CSC Holdings, Inc., 536 F.3d 121 (2d Cir. 2008) (“Cablevision”).  But 

any reliance on Cablevision is misplaced.  First, unlike Aereo, Cablevision 

involved cable subscribers’ use of a remote DVR service to “time-shift” 

programming that the cable company already was authorized to retransmit.   

Further, in concluding that the later transmissions of these time-shifted 

copies to subscribers were “private” performances, Cablevision focused not on 

“members of the public capable of receiving the performance” as the Transmit 

Clause is written, but, rather, on members of the public capable of receiving each 

transmission.  Moreover, recognizing that its interpretation would render 

superfluous a key term in the Transmit Clause, the court created, out of whole 

cloth, an exception to its transmission-focused theory that multiple transmissions 
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made from the same copy of a work are nevertheless public.  This wholesale re-

writing of the Transmit Clause has been roundly criticized by other courts and 

copyright scholars.  Further, it has not been followed outside the Second Circuit 

(except for the district court below) and should not be followed here. 

In addition to infringing WCVB’s public performance right, Aereo’s 

business violates WCVB’s right to control the reproduction of its copyrighted 

works.  Aereo does not dispute that WCVB’s works are reproduced, but claims that 

Aereo merely provides the copying equipment to subscribers who, in turn, create 

the copies.  Accordingly, Aereo suggests that it lacks the necessary “volition” to be 

liable for its own copying.  Although recognizing that it was a close call, the 

district court agreed.   

This Court has not adopted any particular volitional requirement for 

copyright infringement, and there is no reason to do so here given Aereo’s clearly 

intentional copying.  Further, Aereo’s conduct unquestionably exceeds the 

volitional threshold established by some courts.  Aereo looks nothing like the early 

internet service providers that courts sought to protect from liability when their 

users decided to copy and display infringing content that the users themselves 

provided.  Nor is Aereo, as the district court suggested, a mere supplier of copying 

equipment that subscribers use to make copies of content they themselves provide.  

Rather, Aereo offers content, including WCVB’s content, to paying subscribers at 
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a fraction of the cost of the authorized programming offered by cable companies 

and other retransmitters, with which Aereo aims to compete.  Unquestionably, 

Aereo exercises complete authority and control over the content that it makes 

available to its subscribers, and when and if that content is copied.  

Moreover, Aereo gives its subscribers no choice but to make copies.  Aereo 

provides a “live” feature that, as the name implies, allows subscribers to watch 

programs essentially in real time as the programs are broadcast.  In electing to 

watch “live” television, Aereo’s subscribers do not request, nor do they necessarily 

have any interest in making, a copy.  Nevertheless, Aereo’s system forces the 

creation of unique, subscriber-associated copies, solely because Aereo theorizes 

that the perceived Cablevision “loophole” permits its otherwise unauthorized 

retransmissions of programming if unique copies are created. 

Aereo claims (and the district court agreed) that its subscribers act 

volitionally because Aereo provides notice that copies are being made.  Volition, 

however, requires choice, not just knowledge, and Aereo’s subscribers have no 

choice but to make copies if they want access to “live” programs.   

Finally, Aereo’s illegal conduct has resulted in irreparable harm to WCVB.  

Every other case that has addressed whether irreparable harm results from the 

unauthorized retransmission of copyrighted television broadcasts over the internet 

has concluded unequivocally that it does.  WCVB’s irreparable harm is consistent 
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with these prior decisions.  By retransmitting WCVB’s broadcasts of its 

copyrighted programming without authorization from WCVB, Aereo usurps 

WCVB’s ability to control how, when, where, and by whom its programming will 

be performed and reproduced.   

Aereo’s actions irreparably harm WVCB in several ways. First, Aereo has 

co-opted WCVB’s “first-mover” opportunity to develop an internet market for 

WCVB’s own programming.  Second, Aereo’s service model has created real, but 

unquantifiable harm to WCVB with regard to its ability to negotiate retransmission 

fees from cable and other partners, some of which already have threatened to 

follow Aereo’s model and pay no fees at all.  Third, because neither WCVB nor 

the industry’s audience ratings services can measure the Aereo subscribers who are 

accessing WCVB’s programming, WCVB cannot maximize the amount that 

advertisers would be willing to pay to WCVB.    

Finally, an injunction is in the public interest and the balance of the equities 

weighs heavily in WCVB’s favor.  Courts have long recognized the strong public 

interest in preserving over-the-air broadcasting.  Aereo directly threatens these 

services and puts WCVB’s financial viability at risk, and, with it, the vital public 

service that WCVB provides.  For all these reasons, the district court’s decision 

should be reversed.   
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ARGUMENT 

To establish copyright infringement, a plaintiff must prove “(1) ownership of 

a valid copyright, and (2) copying of constituent elements of the work that are 

original.”  Soc’y of Holy Transfiguration Monastery, Inc. v. Gregory, 689 F.3d 29, 

39 (1st Cir. 2012) (“Society”) (citation omitted).  In this context, “‘[c]opying is a 

shorthand . . . [for] infringing any of the copyright owner’s five exclusive rights set 

forth at [Section 106 of the Copyright Act].’”  Jalbert v. Grautski, 554 F. Supp. 2d 

57, 67 (D. Mass. 2008) (citation omitted).  Those exclusive rights include, inter 

alia, the right to control the public performance and reproduction of the 

copyrighted work.  See 17 U.S.C. § 106(1) & (4).   

In the proceedings below, Aereo did not contest WCVB’s ownership of the 

asserted copyrights, or that WCVB’s copyrighted programming is available on 

Aereo’s website.  Aereo contested only whether the manner in which that 

programming was transmitted and copied constitutes copyright infringement.  See 

Def. Aereo, Inc.’s Mem. of Law in Opp. to Hearst Stations Inc.’s Mot. for a 

Prelim. Inj. (Dkt. No. 41) (“Aereo’s Opposition”) 6–15.  Those issues are 

addressed herein.7

                                                 
7 In the proceedings below, Aereo improperly relied upon an amicus brief from 
WNET v. Aereo, Inc., No. 12-cv-2786 (2d. Cir.) to support its opposition to 
WCVB’s public performance claim.  See Aereo’s Opposition 9 n.10.  Over 
WCVB’s objection, Aereo insisted upon including that brief in the Joint Appendix.  
See JA317–45.  Submission of amicus briefs, however, can be made only by 
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I. STANDARD OF REVIEW 

“As in any other appeal, [the Court] review[s] the merits of a preliminary 

injunction depending on the issue under consideration.”  EF Cultural Travel BV v. 

Explorica, Inc., 274 F.3d 577, 581 (1st Cir. 2001).  “[P]ure issues of law (e.g., the 

construction of a statute) are reviewed de novo, findings of fact for clear error, and 

judgment calls with considerable deference.”  Id. (citations and internal quotation 

marks omitted).   

II. THE DISTRICT COURT ERRED IN CONCLUDING THAT WCVB 
IS NOT LIKELY TO PROVE THAT AEREO INFRINGES WCVB’S 
EXCLUSIVE RIGHT OF PUBLIC PERFORMANCE 

A. THE PLAIN LANGUAGE OF THE 1976 COPYRIGHT ACT 
MAKES CLEAR THAT AEREO ENGAGES IN PUBLIC 
PERFORMANCE WHEN IT RETRANSMITS WCVB’S 
BROADCASTS OF ITS COPYRIGHTED PROGRAMS  

1. Under A Plain Reading Of The Transmit Clause, Aereo 
Engages In “Public Performance” 

The Copyright Act gives a copyright holder the exclusive right to “perform 

[its] copyrighted work publicly.”  17 U.S.C. § 106(4).  Two words illuminate that 

right:  “perform” and “publicly.”  Each of those words is defined broadly in the 

statute.  “To ‘perform’ a work means to recite, render, play, dance, or act it, either 

directly or by means of any device or process or, in the case of a motion picture or 

                                                                                                                                                             
motion.  See Fed. R. App. P. 29; see also Louis Vuitton Malletier, S.A. v. Akanoc 
Solutions, Inc., 658 F.3d 936, 940 n.2 (9th Cir. 2011) (refusing to take judicial 
notice of an amicus brief filed in another case in another circuit).  The Court 
should disregard the brief and any references to it in Aereo’s papers.   
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other audiovisual work, to show its images in any sequence or to make the sounds 

accompanying it audible.”  17 U.S.C. § 101 (emphasis added).   

The Copyright Act also defines when a performance (or display) is 

considered public: 

(1) to perform or display [the work] at a place open to the public or at 
any place where a substantial number of persons outside of a normal 
circle of a family and its social acquaintances is gathered; or 

(2) to transmit or otherwise communicate a performance or display of 
the work to a place specified by clause (1) or to the public, by means 
of any device or process, whether the members of the public capable 
of receiving the performance or display receive it in the same place or 
in separate places and at the same time or at different times. 

Id. (emphasis added).   

The second clause, known as the Transmit Clause, is the subject of this 

lawsuit.  This clause covers performances that may not occur in a public place, but 

are nevertheless public.  By its plain terms, the statute asks whether “members of 

the public” are “capable of receiving the performance” of a copyrighted work.  Id.  

It does not matter whether they “receive” the performance “in the same place or in 

separate places” or “at the same time or at different times.”  Id.  Likewise, it does 

not matter what kind of “device or process” is used “to transmit or otherwise 

communicate [the] performance.”  Rather, Congress defined “device or process” 

broadly to include “any device or process whereby images or sounds are received 

beyond the place from which they are sent,” whether “now known or later 
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developed.”  Id. (emphasis added).  Thus, regardless of whether there is one 

transmission or multiple transmissions, or whether the technology is ordinary or 

innovative, “any device or process” that “transmit[s] . . . a performance” of a 

copyrighted work “to the public” performs the work “publicly” within the meaning 

of the Copyright Act.  Id.  Under this definition, WCVB undoubtedly engages in 

public performance when it broadcasts an episode of Chronicle over the air, and 

WCVB’s authorized licensees similarly engage in public performances when they 

retransmit the original broadcast of that same episode to their subscribers. 

Under any reasonable construction of the Transmit Clause, Aereo, like 

WCVB and its authorized licensees, publicly performs WCVB’s copyrighted 

works in the following way: 

COPYRIGHT ACT AEREO 

“transmits”  intercepts over-the-air signals with mini 
antennas and communicates them 
through servers over the internet to other 
locations 
 

“a performance”  the WCVB broadcast 
 

“of the work” the program, e.g., an episode of 
Chronicle 

“to the public” to Aereo subscribers, who are paying 
strangers 
 

“by means of any device or process” the Aereo system 
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Aereo does this without authorization or license.  As such, Aereo publicly 

performs WCVB’s copyrighted works in clear violation of WCVB’s exclusive 

rights under Section 106(4) of the Copyright Act.  See Fox Television Stations, Inc. 

v. FilmOn X LLC, -- F. Supp. 2d --, No. 13-758,  2013 WL 4763414, *13 (D.D.C. 

Sept. 5, 2013) (“FilmOn X”) (concluding that Aereo competitor with virtually 

identical technology publicly performs copyrighted works); Fox Television 

Stations, Inc. v. BarryDriller Content Sys., PLC, 915 F. Supp. 2d 1138, 1144–46 

(C.D. Cal. 2012) (“BarryDriller”) (same). 

2. Aereo’s Claim That Its Simultaneous Individual 
Retransmissions Constitute Private Performances Is 
Inconsistent With A Plain Reading Of The Transmit Clause 

According to Aereo, it is not engaged in public performance because it uses 

thousands of mini antennas to create individualized copies of WCVB’s 

programming and then sends individual transmissions from each copy of the same 

performance to only one Aereo subscriber at a time.  See Aereo’s Opposition 6–11; 

JA451–55, at 25:16–29:5.  Under this view, Aereo could have 500,000 subscribers 

simultaneously watching the same Super Bowl using Aereo, but Aereo would not 

be “publicly” performing the Super Bowl.  Instead Aereo would be making 

500,000 simultaneous “private” performances to its subscribers.  

Although the district court offered little explanation for its decision, it 

appears to have adopted Aereo’s argument that it is “transmitting private rather 
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than public performances per Cablevision.”  ADD12–13.  The district court’s 

conclusion was plainly wrong and the proper construction is subject to de novo 

review by this Court.  See EF Cultural Travel BV, 274 F.3d at 581.   

Aereo’s and the district court’s construction contradicts the plain language 

of the statute.  The Transmit Clause asks “whether the members of the public [are] 

capable of receiving the performance,” not the transmission.  17 U.S.C. § 101 

(emphasis added).  In effect, Aereo seeks to re-write the Transmit Clause as 

follows: 

[T]o transmit or otherwise communicate a performance or display of 
the work . . . to the public, by means of any device or process, whether 
the members of the public capable of receiving the performance 
[transmission] or display receive it [the transmission] in the same 
place or in separate places and at the same time or different times. 

“Performance” and transmission, however, are not interchangeable terms under the 

Copyright Act, and it is not proper to treat them as such.8

                                                 
8 Indeed, the statute does not even use the noun “transmission.”  Rather, it uses the 
verb “transmit.”  “Transmit(ting)” plainly anticipates performances that may use 
one or multiple transmissions, further reinforcing WCVB’s interpretation of the 
statute 

  See, e.g., Jeffrey 

Malkan, The Public Performance Problem in Cartoon Network LP v. CSC 

Holdings, Inc., 89 Or. L. Rev. 505, 536 (2011) (“[T]ransmission and . . . 

performance remain, technically and legally, two distinct things.”); see also infra 

page 36, discussing courts’ and copyright scholars’ criticisms of the Second 
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Circuit’s contrary interpretation.  Aereo’s construction thus violates the bedrock 

principle of statutory construction that when two different terms are used in a 

statute, those terms should be construed to have different meanings.  See Mohamad 

v. Palestinian Auth., 132 S. Ct. 1702, 1708 (2012) (“[Courts] generally seek to 

respect Congress’ decision to use different terms to describe different categories of 

people or things.”); In re Baylis, 313 F.3d 9, 20 (1st Cir. 2002) (recognizing court’s 

obligation to construe different terms in statute to have different meanings). 

The district court ignored these problems, claiming instead that WCVB’s 

construction “reads the terms ‘a performance or display’ out of the statutory phrase 

“a performance or display of the work.’”  ADD13.  The court, however, offered no 

guidance on how it reached this puzzling conclusion.  Id.  Nor could it, as 

WCVB’s construction plainly gives meaning to both “performance” and “work.”  

Each Chronicle episode is a copyrighted “work.”  WCVB “performs” that work 

when WCVB broadcasts it.  Aereo publicly performs the copyright episode when it 

retransmits the broadcast (the performance) of that episode (the work) to multiple 

paying subscribers (the public)—just as cable systems do when they retransmit the 

broadcast of a program to their subscribers.  See, e.g., House Report at 63 (“[A] 

local broadcaster is performing when it transmits the network broadcast, a cable 

television system is performing when it retransmits the broadcast to its 
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subscribers.”).  Under this construction, each term in the Transmit Clause retains 

its meaning.   

In fact, it is Aereo’s construction that reads words out of the statute.  The 

Transmit Clause clearly states that a performance is public regardless of whether 

the public receives it “in the same place or in separate places and at the same time 

or at different times.”  17 U.S.C. § 101 (emphasis added).  By stating that 

members of the public can receive the same performance “at different times,” the 

statute expressly contemplates that the existence of separate transmissions does not 

convert an otherwise public performance into a private one.  Indeed, the “at 

different times” language makes no sense otherwise, because two people cannot 

receive the same transmission of a performance at different times.  See, e.g., Jane 

C. Ginsburg, Recent Developments in US Copyright Law—Part II, Caselaw: 

Exclusive Rights on the Ebb?, Colum. Pub. L. Research Paper No. 08-192 (2008), 

pub’d in Revue Internationale du Droit d’Auteur, Jan. 2009, at 26 (“[I]t is not 

possible to transmit a performance ‘created by the act of transmission’ to members 

of the public ‘at different times.’”) (emphasis in original).   

On the face of the statute, therefore, a person publicly performs when she 

either transmits a performance at one time to many members of the public (like a 

television broadcast) or transmits that same performance at different times to those 

same members of the public (like video-on-demand).  See BarryDriller, 915 F. 
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Supp. 2d at 1144 (“The statute provides an exclusive right to transmit a 

performance publicly, but does not by its express terms require that two members 

of the public receive the performance from the same transmission.”).  The point is 

that the same transmitter is transmitting the same performance to members of the 

public, regardless of whether the performance is being transmitted through one or 

many transmissions.  See WNET v. Aereo, Inc., 722 F.3d 500, 509–10 (2d Cir. 

2013) (“Aereo III”) (Chin, J., dissenting) (“It is the transmitter’s actions that render 

him liable, not his individual transmissions, and he can ‘transmit’ by sending one 

transmission or multiple transmissions.”) (emphasis in original); FilmOn X, 2013 

WL 4763414, at *14 (“It is incongruous to suggest that FilmOn X does not 

‘perform’ ‘publicly’ by making Plaintiffs’ programs available to any person with 

an Internet-enabled device.”).   

In concluding otherwise, the district court essentially deleted the words “at 

different times” from the statute and, in so doing, violated “the ‘canon against 

surplusage,’” which requires courts “to give meaning to every statutory term if 

possible.”  ADD13; see also Corley v. United States, 556 U.S. 303, 314 (2009) 

(“[O]ne of the most basic interpretive canons[] [is] that a statute should be 

construed so that effect is given to all its provisions, so that no part will be 

inoperative or superfluous, void or insignificant.”) (internal quotation marks and 

alterations omitted).   
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B. THE LEGISLATIVE HISTORY MAKES CLEAR THAT 
AEREO’S RETRANSMISSIONS CONSTITUTE A PUBLIC 
PERFORMANCE 

1. Congress Intended The Transmit Clause To Cover 
Enterprises Like Aereo 

The language of the Transmit Clause makes clear that Aereo’s 

retransmissions constitute a public performance.  When the statute is read in light 

of the legislative history, that conclusion becomes even clearer.  First, as Congress 

explained, the 1976 revisions to the Copyright Act were designed to ensure that 

“commercial enterprises whose basic retransmission operations are based on the 

carriage of copyrighted program material” must pay “copyright royalties . . . to 

the creators of such programs.”   House Report at 89.  The Circuit Court for the 

District of Columbia further amplified this point: 

[A]s part of its revision of the copyright laws [in 1976, Congress] 
addressed in particular this problem of “secondary transmissions.”  
When a cable system takes a broadcast signal (“primary 
transmission”) and delivers it to the system’s subscribers (“secondary 
transmission”), the system is earning money by selling to its 
customers the copyrighted material licensed only for the primary 
broadcast transmission. . . .  Congress was of the view that the 
copyright holders should receive direct compensation for the use of 
their rights. 

Cablevision Sys. Dev. Co. v. Motion Picture Ass’n of Am., Inc., 836 F.2d 599, 602 

(D.C. Cir. 1988), cert. denied 487 U.S. 1235 (1988).  In other words, Congress 

focused on whether a cable system retransmitted a broadcast of copyrighted 

programming, particularly where it did so for commercial gain, and not the manner 
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in which the broadcast was retransmitted.  Aereo unquestionably is a commercial 

enterprise “whose basic retransmission operations are based on the carriage of 

copyrighted material.”  House Report at 89.  As such, Congress clearly 

contemplated that Aereo’s conduct constitutes public performance.  

Second, the context in which the Transmit Clause was drafted not only 

reinforces this point, but conclusively refutes arguments advanced by Aereo.  

Specifically, Aereo has claimed that its technology merely enhances a television 

viewer’s ability to do what she can do on her own, i.e., use an antenna to receive 

television signals broadcast over-the-air.  See Aereo’s Opposition 1, 4–5; JA50–51, 

at 24:18–25:11.  This was precisely the reasoning embraced by the Supreme Court 

in Fortnightly and Teleprompter but emphatically rejected by Congress when it 

enacted the 1976 Copyright Act, including the Transmit Clause.    

In Fortnightly, the Supreme Court held that cable systems were not subject 

to liability under the 1909 Copyright Act because they “[e]ssentially” did “no more 

than enhance[] the viewer’s capacity to receive the broadcaster’s signals” by 

“provid[ing] a well-located antenna with an efficient connection to the viewer’s 

television set.”  392 U.S. at 399.  The Court further concluded that “[t]he only 

difference in the case of [cable] is that the antenna system is erected and owned not 

by its users but by an entrepreneur.”  Id. at 400. 
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In Teleprompter, the Supreme Court reaffirmed that view, stating that “[t]he 

privilege of receiving the broadcast electronic signals and of converting them into 

the sights and sounds of the program inheres in all members of the public who 

have the means of doing so.  [Thus, t]he reception and rechanneling of [broadcast 

television] signals for simultaneous viewing is essentially a viewer function” not 

subject to copyright liability.  415 U.S. at 408. 

In the 1976 Copyright Act, Congress expressly rejected this focus on what 

the viewer was doing or could do.  Instead, Congress focused on what the cable 

companies were doing:  profiting from the retransmitting of copyrighted 

programming.  As explained by the Court of Appeals for the D.C. Circuit, “[u]nder 

Fortnightly and Teleprompter, the copyright owner was unable to share directly in 

[the] revenues” generated by the retransmission of broadcast signals.  Cablevision 

Sys. Dev. Co., 836 F.2d at 602.  As the D.C. Circuit explained, in that situation, 

“Congress was of the view that the copyright holders should receive direct 

compensation for the use of their rights.”  Id.   

The only difference between Aereo’s technology and the cable systems in 

Fortnightly and Teleprompter is the number of antennas used.  See WNET v. 

Aereo, Inc., 712 F.3d 676, 693 n.16 (2d Cir. 2013) (“Aereo II”).  The early cable 

systems placed a large antenna on a hilltop, captured signals and then retransmitted 

them over cable to viewers who could not pick up those signals with antennas of 
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their own.  See Fortnightly, 392 U.S. at 391–92; Teleprompter, 415 U.S. at 399–

400. With Aereo’s technology, many antennas receive the same broadcast, which 

is then retransmitted to many subscribers.  See JA58–59; JA504 at Fig. 10. 

It is inconceivable that, in overruling the decisions in Fortnightly and 

Teleprompter, Congress intended to create a giant loophole through which 

retransmission services could avoid copyright liability through the simple 

contrivance of using lots of little antennas rather than one big one.  Congress 

rejected Fortnightly and Teleprompter not because of the underlying technology, 

but because the companies in those cases were retransmitting the plaintiffs’ 

copyrighted works for a fee, i.e., the defendants were in the retransmission 

business.  See Cablevision Sys. Dev. Co., 836 F.2d at 602; House Report at 89.9

2. The Transmit Clause Is Technology-Neutral 

 

Congress’ intent was clear.  Aereo is engaged in precisely the kind of activity that 

Congress had in mind when it enacted the Transmit Clause. 

Congress also made explicitly clear that technological sleights of hand like 

those employed by Aereo fall within the scope of the Act.  Under the Copyright 

                                                 
9 Indeed, Aereo admits that it does the same thing, and performs the same service, 
as cable companies, see JA68–69, at 185:7–186:24; JA261 (quoting Aereo’s CEO 
as acknowledging that Aereo is an alternative to cable); JA293 (quoting Aereo’s 
CEO as acknowledging that Aereo is usurping the “profits of the middleman”), 
which, as a result of the 1976 Copyright Act, must obtain a license to retransmit, 
and thereby perform, the copyrighted programming of broadcasters.  See House 
Report at 88–90; 17 U.S.C. § 111.   
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Act, a performance can be made public “by means of any device or process,” 

whether the technology is “now known or later developed.”  17 U.S.C. § 101.  By 

any “device or process,” Congress intended to capture “any sort of transmitting 

apparatus, any type of electronic retrieval system, and any other techniques and 

systems not yet in use or even invented.”  House Report at 63.  Indeed, Congress 

could not have been clearer that it intended the Copyright Act to be technology-

neutral: 

The definition of “transmit” . . . is broad enough to include all 
conceivable forms and combinations of wired or wireless 
communications media, including but by no means limited to radio 
and television broadcasting as we know them.  Each and every 
method by which the images and sounds comprising a performance 
. . . are picked up and conveyed is a “transmission,” and if the 
transmission reaches the public in [any] form, the case comes within 
the scope of . . . section 106. 

House Report at 64 (emphasis added); see also Nat’l Football League v. Insight 

Telecomm. Corp., 158 F. Supp. 2d 124, 132 & n.10 (D. Mass. 2001) (“[T]he 

Copyright Act should be construed with an understanding of changing 

technologies” and “interpretation of the Copyright Act must occur in the real world 

of telecommunications, not in a vacuum.”); Nat’l Cable Television Ass’n, Inc. v. 

Broad. Music, Inc., 772 F. Supp. 614, 650–51 (D.D.C. 1991) (“[T]he term ‘public 

performance’ was meant to be read broadly” and “it would strain logic to conclude 

that Congress would have intended the degree of copyright protection to turn on 
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the mere method by which television signals are transmitted to the public”) 

(internal quotation marks and citation omitted).10

Aereo’s system of individualized, dime-sized antennas and multiple 

retransmissions and copies is just another “device or process” for transmitting a 

performance to “the public.” 17 U.S.C. § 101.  As two courts already have held 

and another judge has observed, the details of technology used to engage in 

retransmission were irrelevant to Congress when determining whether a 

performance is being transmitted to the public.  See FilmOn X, 2013 WL 4763414, 

*14 (explaining that Congress intended the Transmit Clause to broadly capture 

new kinds of technology like Aereo’s); Aereo II, 712 F.3d at 701 (Chin, J., 

dissenting) (“While Congress in 1976 might not have envisioned the precise 

technological innovations employed by Aereo today, th[e] legislative history surely 

 

                                                 
10 Also consider the early advice given the drafters of the 1976 Act by the Register 
of Copyrights:   

Obviously no one can foresee accurately and in detail the evolving 
patterns in the ways author[s’] works will reach the public 10, 20, or 
50 years from now.  Lacking that kind of foresight, the bill should, we 
believe, adopt a general approach aimed at providing compensation to 
the author for future as well as present uses of his work that materially 
affect the value of his copyright . . . .  A real danger to be guarded 
against is that of confining the scope of an author’s rights on the basis 
of the present technology so that, as the years go by, his copyright 
loses much of its value because of unforeseen technical advances.   

Staff of the H. Comm. on the Judiciary, 89th Cong., Copyright Law Revision, Part 
6:  Supplementary Report of the Register of Copyrights on the General Revision of 
the U.S. Copyright Law:  1965 Revision Bill 19, 13–14 (Comm. Print 1965).  
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suggests that Congress could not have intended for such a system to fall outside the 

definition of a public performance.’”); see also Am. Broad. Cos., Inc. v. Aereo, 

Inc., 874 F. Supp. 2d 373, 384 (S.D.N.Y. 2012) (“Aereo I”) (observing unique 

playback copies at issue in Cablevision “could arguably have been viewed as 

merely part of a ‘device or process’ through which a large-scale transmission to the 

public was accomplished”). 

Indeed, long before the present case, courts recognized that interpretation of 

the Transmit Clause demands a flexible and functional approach, not a technical 

one.  In Columbia Pictures Industries, Inc. v. Redd Horne, Inc., 749 F.2d 154 (3d 

Cir. 1984), for example, the Third Circuit considered whether a video rental store 

publicly performed when it transmitted a performance from a videotape to a 

private viewing booth.  The court held that it did, even though each transmission of 

the performance could be received by only one individual.  See id. at 159.  As the 

Third Circuit explained, the video store’s “operation is not distinguishable in any 

significant manner from the exhibition of films at a conventional movie theater.”  

Id. (internal quotation marks omitted).  It did not matter to that Court that “the 

cassettes [could] be viewed in private.”  Id. “The essential fact [is] that [the store] 

is unquestionably open to the public.”  Id. 

Similarly, the Northern District of California held that a company engaged 

in a public performance when it transmitted a movie to a hotel room to be watched 
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on demand by a guest.  See On Command Video Corp. v. Columbia Pictures 

Indus., 777 F. Supp. 787, 788(N.D. Cal. 1991).  As that court explained, “[h]otel 

guests watching a video movie in their room . . . are . . . members of ‘the 

public[,]’” “regardless of where the viewing takes place.”  Id. at 790.  The court 

further emphasized that the statute’s “different times” language was intended “to 

cover precisely th[at] sort of single-viewer system.”  Id.  “[W]hether the number of 

hotel guests . . . is one or one hundred, and whether these guests view the 

transmission simultaneously or sequentially, the transmission is still a public 

performance since it goes to members of the public.”  Id. 

Congress’ intent is clear.  Regardless of the technology it uses, Aereo 

transmits performances of copyrighted programs to members of the public.  Aereo, 

therefore, is liable under the Transmit Clause. 

C. THE DISTRICT COURT’S RELIANCE ON CABLEVISION IS 
MISPLACED 

Without explicitly saying so, the district court appears to have relied on the 

Second Circuit’s decision in Cablevision in misreading the Transmit Clause. 

ADD12–13.  But any reliance on that case is misplaced.  

The defendant in that case, Cablevision, was (and is) a traditional cable 

television company.  Cablevision, 536 F.3d at 124.  As such, Cablevision, unlike 

Aereo, (a) held a statutory compulsory copyright license to retransmit broadcast 

station programming, see 17 U.S.C. § 111, or (b) secured the consent of each 
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station whose signal it transmitted, see 47 U.S.C. § 325.  There are thus critical 

factual distinctions between the activity conducted by Cablevision and that 

conducted by Aereo.   

In addition to its licensed retransmission services, Cablevision offered its 

customers a remote-storage digital video recorder (“RS-DVR”).  Cablevision, 536 

F.3d at 124.  The RS-DVR operated much like a set-top DVR, in that it allowed 

customers to time shift their viewing by recording a program to watch later.  See 

id. at 125.  Unlike Aereo, however, Cablevision was authorized to retransmit 

broadcasts of copyrighted programming to its customers.  See id. at 124.  At issue 

in Cablevision was whether the time-shifted transmissions allowed by the RS-DVR 

device constituted a second public performance (the original retransmission of a 

program being the first) that required an additional license.  See id. at 134.    

The Second Circuit ultimately held that these second transmissions were 

private in nature and not subject to the Transmit Clause.  See id. at 124, 134.  In so 

holding, however, the Second Circuit re-wrote the Transmit Clause.  Specifically, 

although the language of the Transmit Clause expressly provides that the court 

consider “members of the public capable of receiving the performance” that is 

transmitted, the Second Circuit decided that the focus should be on members of the 

public capable of receiving the individual transmission itself.  See 17 U.S.C. 

§ 101; Cablevision, 536 F.3d at 135.  This approach underlies Aereo’s position and 
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the district court’s conclusion but has been sharply and consistently criticized by 

courts and copyright scholars.  See Aereo III, 722 F.3d at 507–508 (Chin, J., 

dissenting) (explaining how Cablevision erred by treating these terms 

synonymously); FilmOn X, 2013 WL 4763414, at *14 n.12 (agreeing that 

“Cablevision and Aereo mistakenly substituted ‘transmission’ for ‘performance’ in 

[their] analysis”); BarryDriller, 915 F. Supp. 2d at 1143–44 (rejecting the Second 

Circuit’s interpretation of the Transmit Clause in Cablevision); see also Ginsburg, 

Recent Developments, supra page 25, at 26 (“[T]he court confused ‘performance’ 

and ‘transmission.’”); Paul Goldstein, Goldstein on Copyright § 7.7.2.2(b) at 7:168 

(3d ed. 2013) (“The error in the Second Circuit’s construction of the transmit 

clause was to treat ‘transmissions’ and ‘performance’ as synonymous, where the 

Act clearly treats them as distinct—and different—operative terms.”); Jeffrey 

Malkan, Public Performance Problem, supra page 23, at 536 (explaining that the 

court erred in using “transmission” and “performance” interchangeably). 

Notwithstanding that criticism, earlier this year, the Second Circuit relied on 

Cablevision to conclude that Aereo’s business model of transmitting the same 

program to thousands of users at a time does not constitute public performance 

within the meaning of the Copyright Act.  See Aereo II, 712 F.3d at 680.  But in 

doing so, the Second Circuit recognized that its analysis in Cablevision cannot be 

reconciled with the plain text of the Transmit Clause.  First, as discussed supra 
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pages 25–26, the Second Circuit acknowledged that its decision to focus only on 

the “potential audience of each particular transmission would essentially read out 

the ‘different times’ language, since individuals will not typically receive the same 

transmission at different times.”  Id. at 688 n.11.  Trying to solve this problem, the 

court created meaning for the language out of whole cloth by concluding that 

separate transmissions of a single performance nevertheless are public if they 

originate from the same copy of the work.  See id. at 688–89 & n.11; Cablevision, 

536 F.3d at 138–39.  This was the only way the Second Circuit could reconcile its 

interpretation of the Transmit Clause with the “at different times” language, and 

thereby give that language meaning.  In so doing, however, the Second Circuit 

only compounded its errors. 

Nothing in the statute or legislative history supports the Second Circuit’s 

theory.  Under the Transmit Clause, what makes a performance “public” is its 

potential audience, not the number of copies (or transmission) used to (re)transmit 

the underlying performance.  A work is performed publicly when the performance 

in question is transmitted to “members of the public,” regardless of whether it is 

transmitted from one copy or many copies, or through one transmission or many 

transmissions.  See 17 U.S.C. § 101; see also BarryDriller, 915 F. Supp. 2d at 

1144 (“[T]he concern is with the performance of the copyrighted work, irrespective 

of which copy of the work the transmission is made from.”) (emphasis in original). 
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 In short, commentators and courts alike repeatedly have recognized that the 

Second Circuit’s interpretation just does not work because a performance can be 

public even if it is communicated to the public through multiple transmissions.  

See, e.g., BarryDriller, 915 F. Supp. 2d at 1144–45 (holding that internet 

transmissions at separate times constituted public performance); FilmOn X, 2013 

WL 4763414, at *13–14 (same); Warner Bros. Entm’t Inc. v. WTV Sys., Inc., 824 

F. Supp. 2d 1003, 1006–1007, 1010–11 (C.D. Cal. 2011) (“Zediva”) (same); 

Ginsburg, Recent Developments, supra page 25, at 26; Goldstein, Goldstein on 

Copyright, supra page 36 at § 7.7.2.2(b).  In fact, except for the court below, every 

other court outside the Second Circuit to have considered the issue rejected the 

Second Circuit’s reading of the Transmit Clause.   

Indeed, the Second Circuit itself was ambivalent about its interpretation.  

Even as it focused on hyper-technical issues, the Second Circuit acknowledged that 

“[p]erhaps the application of the Transmit Clause should focus less on technical 

details of a particular system and more on its functionality.”  Aereo II, 712 F.3d at 

694.  The district court judge, whose opinion was on appeal in Aereo II, voiced 

similar hesitation.  In the first few lines of her opinion, she wrote that, “[b]ut for 

Cablevision’s express holding regarding the meaning of the . . . transmit clause . . . 

Plaintiffs would likely prevail on their request for a preliminary injunction.”  Aereo 

I, 874 F. Supp. 2d at 375  
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The slippery slope created by Cablevision was best summarized by the 

Solicitor General in her opposition to certiorari of that case.  She observed that: 

Some language in the court of appeals’ opinion could be read to 
suggest that a performance is not made available “to the public” 
unless more than one person is capable of receiving a particular 
transmission.  . . . .  Such a construction could threaten to undermine 
copyright protection in circumstances far beyond those presented 
here, including with respect to [video on-demand (“VOD”)] services 
or situations in which a party streams copyrighted material on an 
individualized basis over the Internet. 

Taken as a whole, however, the court of appeals’ analysis of the 
public-performance issue should not be understood to reach VOD 
services or other circumstances beyond those presented in this case. 

U.S. Amicus Br., 2009 WL 1511740, at *20–21 (May 29, 2009) (italics in original, 

bold added).11

III. THE DISTRICT COURT ERRED IN CONCLUDING THAT WCVB 
IS NOT LIKELY TO PROVE THAT AEREO INFRINGES WCVB’S 
EXCLUSIVE RIGHT OF REPRODUCTION 

  Unfortunately, the Second Circuit ignored the limitations on 

Cablevision’s reach that gave the Solicitor General comfort and, in Aereo II, 

extended its flawed analysis to the very factual scenarios she believed it should not 

reach. 

Copyright holders enjoy the exclusive right “to reproduce the copyrighted 

work in copies” and to authorize others to do the same.  17 U.S.C. § 106(1).  A 

work is “reproduced” when the copy is fixed in a tangible form “from which it can 
                                                 
11 The government opposed certiorari because it believed that Cablevision was an 
“unsuitable vehicle” for deciding this issue.  See Aereo II, 712 F.3d at 703, n.4 
(Chin, J., dissenting). 
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be perceived, reproduced, or otherwise communicated, either directly or with the 

aid of a machine or device,” and such fixation is “sufficiently permanent or stable 

to permit it to be perceived, reproduced or otherwise communicated for a period of 

more than transitory duration.”  House Report at 62; see also 17 U.S.C. § 101 

(defining “copies” and “fixed”). 

It is undisputed that each time an Aereo subscriber chooses to watch or 

record one of WCVB’s programs, Aereo creates three copies of the program, 

which it stores on its hard drive.  JA534 at n.1; JA571.  These copies are fixed in a 

tangible form from which they can be and are perceived by Aereo’s subscribers 

through their internet-enabled devices using Aereo’s website, www.aereo.com.  

JA58–59; JA543 at ¶ 6 & n.1; Aereo I, 824 F. Supp. 2d at 392.  The copies are 

saved for a period of more than a transitory duration.  Aereo I, 874 F. Supp. 2d at 

392 (“Aereo’s copies cannot be viewed as purely ‘temporary.’”).  As Aereo’s own 

expert concluded, Aereo’s system creates “a true, fixed recording . . . ; it is not a 

‘buffer’ that is ephemeral or overwritten by later content as it records.”  JA554 at 

¶ 53.  As such, Aereo reproduces WCVB’s copyrighted programs. 

Aereo does not dispute that its technology generates copies of WCVB’s 

programs.  Rather, Aereo contends that its subscribers make the copies, and that 

Aereo merely provides the copying equipment to those subscribers.  See Aereo’s 
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Opposition 11.  In other words, Aereo contends that its subscribers, and not Aereo, 

engage in the “volitional” act of copying.  See id. 

Calling it “a closer question than the issue of public performance,” the 

district court agreed with Aereo.  ADD15.  The court first concluded that WCVB 

was required to “show volitional conduct on the part of” Aereo, observing that, 

“even with a strict liability statute such as the Copyright Act, the challenged 

conduct must cause the harm.”  ADD14–15.  The court then concluded, without 

explanation, that “it is likely that the user supplies the necessary volitional conduct 

to make the copy.”  ADD15.  The district court is wrong on both issues.  The First 

Circuit has not adopted any volitional conduct requirement and there is no reason 

to do so here given the clearly intentional copying by Aereo.  See Society, 689 F.3d 

at 55–57 (determining that it was unnecessary to decide whether volitional conduct 

must be shown because, regardless, the defendant, as here, exercised sufficient 

“authority and control” over his website and the copying, which he instructed his 

agent to perform, to hold him liable).  Under any reasonable volition standard, 

Aereo’s selection of the copied content and requirement that copies be made 

regardless of its subscribers’ desire, clearly establish sufficient volitional conduct 

to render Aereo liable. 

In concluding that volitional conduct was required and that Aereo’s 

subscribers, and not Aereo, engaged in the volitional act of copying, the district 
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court cited no facts from the record, but appears to have relied upon Religious 

Technology Center v. Netcom On-Line Communication Services, Inc., 907 F. Supp. 

1361 (N.D. Cal. 1995) (“Netcom”) and CoStar Group, Inc. v. Loopnet, Inc., 373 

F.3d 544 (4th Cir. 2004).  ADD15.  Those cases are inapposite. 

In Netcom, a former minister copied portions of the plaintiff’s religious 

works to a computer bulletin board service (the “BBS”), which in turn transmitted 

the works to other computers using Netcom On-Line (“Netcom”), an internet 

service provider, or “ISP.”  Netcom, 907 F. Supp. at 1365–67.  The challenged 

copying—from the BBS to Netcom and from Netcom to other internet users—

occurred automatically after the former minister uploaded the works to the BBS.  

See id. at 1367.   

In ruling in favor of the BBS and Netcom, the court focused heavily on the 

fact that neither the BBS nor Netcom “create[d] or control[led] the content of 

information available to its subscribers.”  Id. at 1368, 1372.  The court also 

observed that the former minister could have posted his messages through 

countless access providers and the outcome would have been the same.  See id. at 

1372.  As such, the court saw “no logical reason to draw a line around Netcom and 

[BBS] and say that they [were] uniquely responsible for distributing [the former 

minister’s] messages.”  Id. 
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In CoStar, the defendant played a similarly passive role, providing an 

internet platform that users could use to upload or post users’ own content.  See 

CoStar, 373 F.3d at 547.  Relying on Netcom, the CoStar court emphasized that 

“the ISP provides a system that automatically transmits users’ material but is itself 

totally indifferent to the material’s content.  In this way, it functions as does a 

traditional telephone company when it transmits the contents of its users’ 

conversations.”  Id. at 551 (emphasis supplied).  The ISP was, in effect, simply a 

“conduit of information.”  Id. at 550 (emphasis in original).  As the CoStar court 

explained: 

something more must be shown than mere ownership of a machine 
used by others to make illegal copies.  There must be actual infringing 
conduct with a nexus sufficiently close and causal to the illegal 
copying that one could conclude that the machine owner himself 
trespassed on the exclusive domain of the copyright owner. 

Id.  Because the defendant in CoStar, like in Netcom, was content-neutral, no 

liability attached.  See id. at 551.  

In Cablevision, the Second Circuit extended the volitional conduct analysis 

to the RS-DVR system offered by Cablevision, concluding that the user, not 

Cablevision, provided the relevant volitional conduct.  See Cablevision, 536 F.3d 

at 131–32.  The court reasoned that, if a Cablevision subscriber using a traditional 

VCR or set-top DVR supplies the volitional conduct to record programming, 
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logically, that subscriber also provides the volitional conduct when the DVR is 

located remotely.  See id. at 131.  

The Cablevision court, however, recognized a key distinction between 

copying done by a subscriber to shift his or her viewing of already licensed and 

paid-for programming to a more convenient time, and copying required by a 

content provider in an attempt to avoid copyright liability, as Aereo is trying to do:   

[the holding] does not generally permit content delivery networks to 
avoid all copyright liability by making copies of each item of content 
and associating one unique copy with each subscriber to the network, 
or by giving their subscribers the capacity to make their own 
individual copies.  

Id. at 139.  The Second Circuit went on to suggest that liability for unauthorized 

reproduction could result from such conduct.  See id. at 139–40.   

The Netcom and CoStar courts adopted the volitional conduct requirement to 

protect against boundless liability for companies merely playing a passive role in 

an attenuated chain of communication.  See Netcom, 907 F. Supp. at 1372 (Court 

was concerned about adopting rule “that could lead to the liability of countless 

parties whose role in the infringement is nothing more than setting up and 

operating a system that is necessary for the functioning of the Internet.”).12

                                                 
12 See also Carrie Bodner, Master Copies, Unique Copies & Volitional Conduct:  
Cartoon Network’s Implications for the Liability of Cyber Lockers, 36 Colum. J.L. 
& Arts 491, 507 (Spring 2013) (“Netcom was motivated by the concern that, 
absent a volitional element, the entire Internet could be held liable for the conduct 
of a single user.”).  
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Aereo, however, looks nothing like a passive internet service provider or a 

simple “owner of a copy machine,” as the district court suggested.  ADD15.  

Certainly, Aereo could not be surprised to learn that its “equipment” is being used 

to reproduce copyrighted materials.  Instead, Aereo is just the kind of copy-making 

“content delivery network” that Cablevision warned against.  Aereo selects which 

of the many over-the-air broadcast channels to make available on its service,13 and 

which pay cable channels to offer.14  Without making that material available, 

Aereo has no business.  Moreover, Aereo intends to offer additional pay channels, 

just like cable and satellite companies offer their subscribers.  JA68–69, at 185:7–

186:24.15

In short, as is evident from Aereo’s own website, www.aereo.com, Aereo is 

no simple equipment supplier; it is a service provider that controls the variety of 

content it offers.  As such, Aereo exercises sufficient authority and control over 

  Aereo also offers its subscribers features such as a program selection 

guide and ways to interact via social media while watching television 

programming.  JA245. 

                                                 
13 Aereo offers only 22 over-the-air channels.  JA61–62.  
14 Aereo offers the Bloomberg channel, which does not broadcast over-the-air.  
JA62.  
15 In addition to directly profiting from WCVB’s copyrighted works through the 
monthly fee Aereo charges its subscribers, Aereo intends to further profit by luring 
customers with WCVB’s over-the-air broadcasts and then selling them additional 
content.  JA70 at 214:15–24. 
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both the copying and the content on its website to make it liable as a direct 

infringer.  See Society, 689 F.3d at 55–57; Playboy Enters., Inc. v. Webbworld, 

Inc., 991 F. Supp. 543, 552 (N.D. Tex. 1997) (holding that even though adult 

website did not create and post copies of copyrighted pornographic images itself, it 

nevertheless was liable for direct infringement because it operated as online 

merchant selling its subscribers adult images); Kalem Co. v. Harper Bros., 222 

U.S. 55, 62–63 (1911) (holding that producer who created unauthorized film of 

book and then advertised film but left actual exhibition of film to others was 

nonetheless liable for copyright infringement); Sony Corp. of Am. v. Universal City 

Studios, Inc., 464 U.S. 417, 436 (1984) (explaining that, in Kalem, “[t]he producer 

. . . did not merely provide the ‘means’ to accomplish an infringing activity; [he] 

supplied the work itself”).   

In addition to controlling the content available to its subscribers to copy, 

Aereo also controls the copying itself.  Aereo seeks to exploit the perceived 

Cablevision “loophole” and avoid securing copyright licenses by forcing 

subscribers who want to watch “live” television to watch technologically 

unnecessary unique copies, which Aereo’s service creates.  Aereo offers a “Watch” 

feature, through which its subscribers are able to watch WCVB’s programming 

“live.”  JA58; JA552; JA554, at ¶ 55.  When subscribers select that feature, 

however, Aereo’s system makes three copies.  JA571.  Aereo’s subscribers have 
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no choice or control in the matter; three copies are made whether the subscriber 

wants them made or not.  

In furtherance of its machinations, Aereo seeks to manufacture volition on 

the part of its subscribers by providing notice to them that copies are being made 

during its “Watch” feature.  JA547.  The district court appears to have accepted 

this contrivance, concluding that the subscriber supplies the necessary volition 

“because those users are informed that the system will create a copy of the 

program.”  ADD15. 

Assuming for purposes of WCVB’s motion that subscribers actually read the 

notice, this fact is of no import for two reasons.  First, knowledge hardly 

constitutes volition.  “Volition” involves the “act or an instance of making a 

conscious choice or decision.”  Am. Heritage Dictionary 1928 (4th ed. 2006).  In 

CoStar and Netcom, subscribers chose to post copyrighted materials on the 

defendants’ communications networks.  See CoStar, 373 F.3d at 547, 555; Netcom, 

907 F. Supp. at 1368–69.  In Cablevision, subscribers chose to use the defendant’s 

equipment for the express purpose of copying a program for later viewing.  See 

Cablevision, 536 F.3d at 123–24.  With Aereo, on the other hand, the subscriber 

has no choice even when she wants to watch only “live” television.  Aereo’s 

copying is an unavoidable consequence of Aereo’s contrived service delivery 

model.  Although Aereo claims it “is not the actor” in the copying performed, see 
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Aereo’s Opposition 11, Aereo in fact is a one-man show.  Subscribers play no 

meaningful role in that process. 

In sum, Aereo hardly is a passive player that has “no interest in the copy 

itself.”  See CoStar, 373 F.3d at 551.  Rather, its entire business is predicated on 

the transmission of copyrighted material through technologically unnecessary 

copies that are created in an attempt to fit into a perceived legal loophole.  JA228, 

at 145:2–18; JA304–305, at 53:23–55:24.  Under these circumstances, Aereo is 

without question the volitional actor. 

IV. THE DISTRICT COURT ERRED IN RULING THAT WCVB WILL 
NOT SUFFER IRREPARABLE INJURY IN THE ABSENCE OF 
IMMEDIATE INJUNCTIVE RELIEF 

A. THE UNAUTHORIZED RETRANSMISSION OF COPY-
RIGHTED MATERIALS IS THE TYPE OF CONDUCT 
ROUTINELY FOUND TO CAUSE IRREPARABLE INJURY 

Applying a sliding scale, the district court concluded that WCVB made a 

showing of harm that was insufficient to overcome the district court’s conclusion 

that WCVB was unlikely to succeed on the merits of its claims.  ADD17–19.  As 

explained above, however, the district court’s conclusion on WCVB’s likelihood 

of success on the merits was based on errors of law.  When the merits of WCVB’s 

claims are considered correctly, the sliding scale clearly tips in WCVB’s favor and 

WCVB’s showing of irreparable harm is more than sufficient.   
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Irreparable injury is “a substantial injury that is not accurately measurable or 

adequately compensable by money damages.”  Ross-Simons of Warwick, Inc. v. 

Baccarat, Inc., 102 F.3d 12, 19 (1st Cir. 1996).  Examples of irreparable injuries 

include the loss of incalculable revenue and harm to goodwill or reputation.  See 

id. 

Every case that has addressed whether irreparable harm results from the 

unauthorized retransmission of copyrighted television broadcasts over the internet 

has concluded unequivocally that it does.  See, e.g., FilmOn X, 2013 WL 4763414, 

at *15; BarryDriller, 915 F. Supp. 2d at 1147; Aereo I, 874 F. Supp. 2d at 396–

400; WPIX, Inc. v. ivi, Inc., 765 F. Supp. 2d 594, 617–20 (S.D.N.Y. 2011) (“ivi I”), 

aff’d, 691 F.3d 275, 285–87 (2d. Cir. 2012) (“ivi II”); CBS Broad., Inc. v. 

FilmOn.com, No. 10-cv-07532-NRB, Dkt. No. 8 (S.D.N.Y. Nov. 22, 2010); 

Twentieth Century Fox Film Corp. v. iCraveTV, Nos. 00-121 & 00-120, 2000 WL 

255989, at *8 (W.D. Pa. Feb. 8, 2000);  accord Zediva, 824 F. Supp. 2d at 1012–

14.   

As the Second Circuit explained in ivi, the unauthorized retransmission of 

over-the-air broadcasts threatens the free, over-the-air television broadcasting 

industry itself: 

The absence of a preliminary injunction would encourage current and 
prospective retransmission rights holders, as well as other Internet 
services, to follow [defendant’s] lead in retransmitting plaintiffs’ 
copyrighted programming without their consent.  The strength of 
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plaintiffs’ negotiating platform and business model would decline.  
The quantity and quality of efforts put into creating television 
programming, retransmission and advertising revenues, distribution 
models and schedules—all would be adversely affected.  These harms 
would extend to other copyright holders of television programming.  
Continued live retransmission of copyrighted television programming 
over the Internet without consent would thus threaten to destabilize 
the entire industry. 

Ivi II, 691 F.3d at 286.  Indeed, Aereo’s presence already is creating instability 

throughout the industry.  See, e.g., Aereo III, 722 F.3d at 502 (Chin, J., dissenting).  

B. AEREO’S CONDUCT WILL CAUSE WCVB TO LOSE 
CONTROL OVER ITS COPYRIGHTED WORKS 

Fundamental to the Copyright Act’s grant of exclusive rights to a copyright 

owner is the owner’s ability to control the copyrighted works.  That control 

permits a copyright owner alone to determine when and how best to maximize the 

value of her creative works.  Aereo’s actions irreparably harm WCVB’s overall 

ability to control its copyrighted works.  See, e.g., FilmOn X, 2013 WL 4763414, at 

*16 (finding irreparable harm caused by loss of control over one’s copyrighted 

programming due to unauthorized internet retransmission); ivi II, 691 F.3d at 285 

(concluding unauthorized internet retransmissions would “dilute plaintiffs’ 

programming and their control over their product”).  This loss of control 

irreparably harms WCVB’s first-mover status on the internet, its ability to 

negotiate and profit from retransmission fees, and its generation of advertising 

revenue.  
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1. Aereo’s Conduct Will Cause WCVB To Lose “First Mover” 
Status On The Internet 

Aereo’s entry into the internet space before WCVB irreparably harms 

WCVB in the form of lost “first mover” status.  Before WCVB may transmit its 

broadcast programming over the internet it must negotiate terms with its business 

partners.  See JA13–14 at ¶¶ 22–24.  WCVB must, for instance, consider the 

distribution rights of third-party copyright holders.  See JA11 at ¶ 13; JA13–15 at 

¶¶ 23–24, 28.  It also must work with its current cable, satellite and 

telecommunications operators to, for instance, provide for safeguards for 

authenticating viewers.  See JA14 at ¶ 27.  In other words, WCVB must work 

within a regulatory and contractual scheme, one that Aereo treats as irrelevant to 

its core business model.  It is the ultimate irony that the district court ruled that 

Aereo could distribute WCVB’s programming on the internet without the consent 

of WCVB, or any other copyright holders, of its programming while WCVB, itself, 

cannot.  The absurdity of this result underscores the manifest injustice of the 

district court’s ruling.  

WCVB recognizes the economic value of the internet distribution platform 

and has been actively engaged with its business partners in developing online 

programming solutions.  See JA13–14 at ¶ 24.  Indeed, the stakes in doing so are 

high.  Whoever is first into that market has the opportunity, for instance, to fashion 

new and profitable advertising schemes, such as advertisements targeted to specific 
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internet users and advertising displays on banners.  See JA14 at ¶ 26.  More 

fundamentally, the “first mover” into the market shapes and defines that market, 

and it is extremely difficult, if not impossible, to reverse those effects.  See 

Butamax Advanced Biofuels LLC v. Gevo, Inc., 868 F. Supp. 2d 359, 375 (D. Del. 

2012) (“[A]s the first entrant into the marketplace, defendant would have 

advantages that include working with the best facilities and potential customers 

and being perceived as an innovator in the field.”).  In fact, if this Court were to 

bless Aereo’s conduct, it would result in the perverse situation where Aereo could 

shape the market and profit from streaming WCVB’s programming over the 

internet, while WCVB itself could not do so.  See JA13–14 at ¶¶ 23–25. 

Under similar circumstances, courts consistently have found that the loss of 

this “first mover” status results in irreparable harm.  See, e.g., Butamax Advanced 

Biofuels LLC, 868 F. Supp. 2d at 374–75 (rejecting defendant’s “claim[] that it will 

not jeopardize plaintiff’s first mover advantage,” and “find[ing] that irreparable 

harm would exist assuming defendant were infringing”); C.R. Bard, Inc. v. Solano, 

No. 88-CV-1617-Z, 1988 WL 92469, *2 (D. Mass. Aug. 4, 1988) (finding 

irreparable harm where the parties were competitors “in a race” to be the first to 

market their product in the United States).  As the Federal Circuit has explained, 

Competitors change the marketplace.  Years after infringement has 
begun, it may be impossible to restore a [plaintiff’s] . . . exclusive 
position by an award of damages and a permanent injunction.  
Customers may have established relationships with infringers . . . 
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Requiring purchasers to pay higher prices after years of paying lower 
prices to infringers is not a reliable business option. 

Polymer Techs., Inc. v. Bridwell, 103 F.3d 970, 975–76 (Fed. Cir. 1996).   

The district court addresses this harm by stating only that “WCVB’s plans to 

put programming online are insufficiently developed.”  ADD19.  The court cites 

no facts or case law for that proposition.  First, as the record makes clear, WCVB 

already puts some of its news programming on the internet.  See JA13 at ¶ 22.  

Further, WCVB is in talks to provide a more robust online service, but is delayed 

in providing that service because, unlike Aereo, it wishes to comply with legal 

obligations.  See JA13–14 at ¶ 24.  

Second, the district court’s proposition is contrary to precedent. Even where 

a plaintiff has not yet entered a new market, the expected future harm may be 

irreparable.  See New Boston Television, Inc. v. Entm’t Sports Programming 

Network, Inc., No. 81-1010-Z, 1981 WL 1374, at *3 (D. Mass. Aug. 3, 1981) 

(finding that even where plaintiffs had not yet entered new market, “this does not 

permit defendants to appropriate plaintiffs’ copyrighted material and effectively 

preclude such efforts in the future”).  Simply put, it should be up to WCVB, and 

not Aereo, to control when and how best to maximize the value of WCVB’s own 

copyrighted work. 
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2. Aereo’s Conduct Will Cause WCVB To Lose 
Unquantifiable Retransmission Fees 

Moreover, as the district court concluded, “the prospect of harm is real,” in 

that “WCVB will be irreparably harmed in its ability to negotiate retransmission 

fees with cable providers.”  ADD18.  Retransmission fees are what cable, satellite, 

and telecommunication companies pay television stations in exchange for consent 

to retransmit and resell the stations’ signals to the cable, satellite, and 

telecommunication companies’ subscribers.  See JA12 at ¶ 17; JA15 at ¶ 29.  As 

cable, satellite, and telecommunication companies have grown, these fees have 

taken on added—indeed, critical—financial importance to WCVB and other 

television stations.  See Aereo III, 722 F.3d at 503 (Chin, J., dissenting); JA12,at 

¶ 17; JA16–17 at ¶ 33.   

As explained by WCVB’s General Manager, the harm to WCVB with regard 

to retransmission fees is threefold.  First, Aereo’s service likely has caused at least 

some of Aereo’s subscribers to cancel their subscriptions with their cable, satellite 

and telecommunications providers. See JA15–16 at ¶ 30; Aereo I, 874 F. Supp. 2d 

at 399 (finding that Aereo’s service would allow consumers to bypass cable 

companies and would “likely prompt cable subscribers to cancel their 

subscriptions”).  Rational subscribers will not, for long, pay cable, satellite, and 

telecommunication companies for a service they can otherwise obtain at a highly-

discounted rate from Aereo.  As a result, WCVB will receive less retransmission 
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consent revenue, which in turn adversely impacts WCVB in unquantifiable ways.  

See JA15–16 at ¶ 30. 

Second, by providing essentially the same retransmission services as cable, 

satellite, and telecommunications operators, but without paying fees, Aereo can—

and indeed does—charge less for the service.  See JA16 at ¶ 31.  That diminishes 

the value of WCVB’s programming to the licensed distributors that compete with 

Aereo.  See JA16 at ¶ 32.  That diminished value certainly will be reflected in what 

those companies are willing to pay WCVB.  See id.  As such, the presence of an 

unlicensed competitor such as Aereo necessarily impacts WCVB’s negotiating 

position with its contracting partners.  See id.; see also BarryDriller, 915 F. Supp. 

2d at 1147; Zediva, 824 F. Supp. 2d at 1012–13.  That harm, while real, cannot be 

readily quantified.  See BarryDriller, 915 F. Supp. 2d at 1147; Zediva, 824 F. 

Supp. 2d at 1013.  

Third, and most dangerous of all, if Aereo is not enjoined, licensed 

distributors of WCVB’s broadcasts likely will opt to utilize their own Aereo-like 

systems, eliminating all payments to WCVB for the right to retransmit and resell 

WCVB’s signal.  See JA16–17 at ¶ 33; Aereo III, 722 F.3d at 502 (Chin, J., 

dissenting); ivi II, 691 F.3d at 286.  Indeed, Aereo’s own CEO has acknowledged 

that Aereo’s model is attractive to cable providers because, if permitted, Aereo’s 

approach would enable those providers to avoid paying fees to WCVB (and others) 
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for their programming.  See JA71–72, at 216:7–217:14.  In each of these scenarios, 

WCVB suffers irreparable harm because the loss of revenues it derives from 

licensing agreements is unquantifiable.  See ivi II, 691 F.3d at 285–86; 

BarryDriller, 915 F. Supp. 2d at 1147. 

In its decision, the district court acknowledged this harm, but dismissed it, 

citing Aereo I for the proposition that “Hearst has not shown that WCVB will 

suffer the ‘full magnitude’ of the claimed harm before the Court disposes of the 

case on the merits.”  ADD18.  WCVB is aware of no First Circuit case that 

requires a plaintiff to show the “full magnitude” of its harm before final disposition 

of a case.  Rather, the standard in the First Circuit requires a plaintiff to show only 

that it will suffer some irreparable harm pending final disposition of the case.  See 

Kartell v. Blue Shield of Massachusetts, Inc., 687 F.2d 543, 553 (1st Cir. 1982) 

(requiring proof that plaintiffs would “suffer irreparable harm pending final 

disposition of the case in the district court”); Ross-Simons of Warwick, Inc., 102 

F.3d at 19 (recognizing that “a cognizable threat of [irreparable] harm” can support 

interim injunctive relief).  WCVB clearly has met that standard.  Because the 

district court applied the wrong standard, its findings are not entitled to any 

deference.  See I.P. Lund Trading v. Kohler Co., 163 F.3d 27, 33 (1st Cir. 1998) 
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(“If findings are made under incorrect standards, little or no deference is due those 

findings.”).16

3. Aereo’s Conduct Will Cause WCVB To Lose 
Unquantifiable Advertising Revenue 

 

Aereo’s unauthorized retransmission of WCVB’s programming also 

undermines WCVB’s ability to generate advertising revenue.  See ivi II, 691 F.3d 

at 285 (“Broadcast television stations and networks earn most of their revenues 

from advertising.”); JA17 at ¶ 35.  Advertising rates are predicated on measurable 

viewership.  See ivi II, 691 F.3d at 285; JA17 at ¶ 34.  Viewers who watch 

WCVB’s broadcasts using Aereo’s service cannot be measured by WCVB or any 

audience rating service.  See Aereo I, 874 F. Supp. 2d at 397–98; JA17 at ¶ 35 

(“[T]here currently is no commercial viewership measurement of Aereo’s 

subscribers.”).  Aereo’s unauthorized exploitation of WCVB’s programming could 

result in a material undercounting of WCVB’s viewership, which is difficult, if not 

impossible, to quantify.  See JA17 at ¶ 35.  This problem worsens as Aereo’s 

business grows and becomes more entrenched.  This undercounting adversely 

                                                 
16 Even if the Court had applied the right standard in evaluating WCVB’s showing 
of harm, its conclusions constitute an abuse of discretion.  An abuse of discretion 
occurs “when a material factor deserving significant weight is ignored, when an 
improper factor is relied upon, or when all proper and no improper factors are 
assessed, but the court makes a serious mistake in weighing them.”  See I.P. Lund 
Trading, 163 F.3d at 33.  As explained above, the district court’s brief harm 
analysis relies on incorrect factual findings and ignores proper factors, and makes 
serious mistakes in weighing the factors.  
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affects the amounts advertisers will pay to WCVB, see Aereo I, 874 F. Supp. at 

398; JA17 at ¶ 35, and constitutes irreparable harm, see New Boston Television, 

1981 WL 1374, at *3. 

In addressing this issue, the district court stated that “Hearst’s claim that 

WCVB will not be able to measure viewers who access its programming through 

Aereo is simply not true.”  ADD18–19.  The district court’s sole support for this 

statement, however, which directly contradicts the sworn Fine Declaration, is an 

unverified, internally inconsistent media article.  See id. at 19; JA17 at ¶ 35.  That 

article claims that Aereo will be picked up by Nielsen (only one of a number of 

rating organizations), but also states that Nielsen pledges, but is not yet ready to 

“measure TV viewership on iPads and other mobile devices.”  JA350.  Aereo 

subscribers access Aereo’s service on mobile devices.  See JA59; JA95.  The cited 

article also states that Nielsen only will be measuring a television set hooked up to 

the internet, which it defines as “the flat-screen kind,” and explicitly excludes 

iPads from that definition.  JA350.  Not surprisingly, the two-page media article 

does not attempt to reconcile this inconsistency.  As such, it was reversible error 

for the district court to rely upon it, particularly in the face of sworn evidence to 

the contrary. 
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V. AN INJUNCTION IS IN THE PUBLIC INTEREST AND THE 
BALANCE OF EQUITIES WEIGHS HEAVILY IN WCVB’S FAVOR 

There is a strong public interest in preserving over-the-air broadcasting.  See, 

e.g., Turner Broad. Sys., Inc. v. FCC, 520 U.S. 180, 194 (1997) (requiring cable 

companies to carry broadcast stations).  As the Supreme Court stated in Turner, 

“[b]roadcast television is an important source of information to many Americans.  

Though it is but one of many means for communication, by tradition and use for 

decades now, it has been an essential part of the national discourse on subjects 

across the whole spectrum of speech, thought and expression.”  Id.  See also 

Turner Broad. Sys., Inc. v. FCC, 512 U.S. 622, 664 (1994) (“[T]he importance of 

local broadcasting outlets ‘can scarcely be exaggerated, for broadcasting is 

demonstrably a principal source of information and entertainment for a great part 

of the Nation’s population.”) (quoting United States v. Sw. Cable Co., 392 U.S. 

157, 177 (1968)).  Further, as cable and satellite companies have proliferated, the 

dependency on broadcasting remains, but has shifted disproportionately to 

“younger adults, minorities and lower-income families.”  JA18 at ¶ 37. 

WCVB and other broadcast companies directly impacted by Aereo provide 

this critical over-the-air service.  In addition to its award-winning news and 

entertainment programs, WCVB transmits critical emergency alerts and 

information, airs educational and informational programs primarily intended for 
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children, and provides air time for qualified political candidates.  See JA10 at ¶ 11.  

The public has a strong interest in preserving these critical services. 

Aereo directly threatens these services.  Already, there has been discussion 

among some broadcasters of having to remove their programming from public 

broadcasts in order to protect their revenue stream.  See Aereo III, 722 F.3d at 502 

(Chin, J., dissenting) (“To protect their copyrighted material, Fox, Univision, and 

CBS have reportedly threatened to move their free public broadcasts to paid cable 

if Aereo is permitted to continue with its service.”).  Cable companies also have 

publicly questioned why they should continue to pay fees for broadcast 

programming when they can use an Aereo-like approach and avoid those fees 

altogether.  See id. (Chin, J., dissenting) (“Time Warner Cable has already 

announced its intention to look into adopting an Aereo-like system to avoid 

[retransmission] fees entirely.”).  If Aereo’s conduct is allowed to continue, 

industry participants cannot wait to respond to the changing market.  The industry 

will need to react to it, resulting in changes to the marketplace that will be difficult, 

if not impossible, to reverse.  Those changes put WCVB’s financial viability at 

risk, and with it the vital public service that they provide.  See ivi I, 765 F. Supp. 

2d. at 621 (“If Plaintiffs lose control over their products or potential revenue 

sources, they will lose valuable incentives to continue to create programming.”); S. 

Rep. No. 102-92, at 42 (1992), reprinted in 1992 U.S.C.C.A.N. 1133, 1175 
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(recognizing that “vital local service” provided by broadcasting will be jeopardized 

if retransmitters are permitted to carry signals without paying programmers).   

The public interest compels that Aereo, like all other distributors of 

television programming, be required to operate within the carefully-crafted 

regulatory scheme governing television broadcasting and distribution.  See JA18–

19 at ¶ 38.  As the Supreme Court has long recognized, the purpose of copyright 

laws is to “secure a fair return for an author’s creative labor” in order to “stimulate 

artistic creativity for the general public good.”  Twentieth Century Music Corp. v. 

Aiken, 422 U.S. 151, 156 (1975).  It is for that reason that Congress expressly 

made clear in connection with the Copyright Act that “commercial enterprises 

whose basic retransmission operations are based on the carriage of copyrighted 

program material” must pay copyright royalties in connection with those 

operations.  House Report at 89; see also Cablevision Sys. Dev. Co., 836 F.2d at 

602.  If Aereo is allowed to intercept signals intended for the general public and 

sell those signals in a commercial enterprise, it acts outside Congress’ carefully 

constructed statutory scheme.  Such an approach is contrary to the public interest. 

In contrast to the harm inflicted on WCVB and the public, the potential harm 

to Aereo if an injunction is allowed would be nothing more than the loss of its 

illegal business.  In that instance, courts consistently have held that the balance of 

equities weighs heavily in a plaintiff’s favor.  See, e.g., ivi I, 765 F. Supp. 2d at 621 
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(“It is axiomatic that an infringer of copyright cannot complain about the loss of 

ability to offer its infringing product.”); Zediva, 824 F. Supp. 2d at 1014–15 

(concluding that balance of hardships “sharply” favors plaintiffs because 

defendants could not complain of harm that would befall them when properly 

forced to desist from their infringing activities). 

CONCLUSION 

For the foregoing reasons, WCVB respectfully requests that this Court 

reverse the district court’s denial of WCVB’s motion for preliminary injunction 

and direct the district court to enter WCVB’s proposed preliminary injunction 

(JA5–6) against Aereo.  
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United States District Court 
District of Massachusetts

 
 
HEARST STATIONS INC. d/b/a  
WCVB-TV,  
 
          Plaintiff, 
 
          v. 
 
AEREO, INC., 
 
          Defendant. 
 

) 
) 
) 
) 
)    Civil Action No. 
)    13-11649-NMG 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
 

MEMORANDUM & ORDER 
 

GORTON, J. 
   
 This case arises out of a copyright infringement dispute 

between two media companies.  Plaintiff Hearst Stations Inc. 

(“Hearst”), which owns the local television station WCVB-TV 

(“WCVB”), alleges that defendant Aereo, Inc. (“Aereo”) is 

intercepting its television signals and converting its programs 

into a different format for retransmitting over the internet 

without compensating WCVB.  That, says plaintiff, infringes 

WCVB’s exclusive rights under the Copyright Act.   

 Pending before the Court are Hearst’s motion for a 

preliminary injunction (Docket No. 4) and Aereo’s motions to 

transfer (Docket No. 20) and stay proceedings while the Court 

considers its motion to transfer (Docket No. 23).  For the 

reasons that follow, all three motions will be denied. 
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I. Background 
 
 A.  Hearst and WCVB-TV  
 
 Hearst is a Nevada corporation with a principal place of 

business in New York, New York.  It owns 29 broadcast stations 

throughout the country, including WCVB, a Boston-area television 

station with a main studio in Needham, Massachusetts that 

broadcasts over Channel 5.  WCVB operates under a license from 

the Federal Communications Commission which allows it to 

broadcast over the air and requires it to provide content such 

as closed captioning and an emergency alert system. 

Hearst claims that WCVB creates, produces, owns, broadcasts 

and distributes more than 43 hours of original programming every 

week and has been recognized nationally for the high quality of 

its local programming.  It alleges that WCVB spends considerable 

amounts of money, time, energy and creativity on producing 

original programming and building the infrastructure that allows 

it to transmit and distribute the programming.  WCVB’s two main 

sources of revenue are commercial advertising and fees paid by 

other companies for the right to retransmit and resell WCVB’s 

signal and it hopes to profit in the future from making its 

programming available over the Internet.   
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B. Aereo      

Aereo is a New York corporation.  Hearst alleges that 

Aereo’s principal office is in Boston but Aereo submits that its 

principal place of business is in Long Island City, New York. 

 Aereo uses antenna and digital video recording (“DVR”) 

technology to transmit over-the-air television broadcasts over 

the internet to its fee-paying subscribers.  The technology 

allows users to watch programming “live” (with a few second 

delay) or to record it for viewing at a later time.   

In either case, when a user elects to watch a program, an 

antenna that is assigned exclusively to that user for that time 

period intercepts the signal as the program is broadcast over-

the-air and transmits it to the user’s designated space on 

Aereo’s hard drive.  Aereo has installed banks of small antennas 

throughout the Boston area for this purpose.   

Next, Aereo’s system converts the signal from its original 

format to a different digital format that allows the user to 

access the program over the internet.  It then generates three 

copies of the program, each at a different “quality rate,” to 

enable recording and rewinding and to allow each user to choose 

the copy most compatible with his or her internet connection.   

When a user elects to watch a program “live,” at least one 

copy of the program is stored in a user-specific “directory” on 

Aereo’s hard drive until the user finishes watching.  Users who 
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select this option receive a notice on their computers or other 

devices which advises:  

When you press ‘Watch’ you will start recording this 
show, allowing you to pause and rewind the program. 
 

If a user elects to record a program, all three copies are 

retained in the user’s directory on Aereo’s hard drive and, 

according to Hearst, may be kept there permanently.   

 Finally, a user accesses her individual copy of a program 

by streaming it over the internet from Aereo’s hard drive to her 

personal computer, smart phone, or other internet-enabled 

device.  The system does not permit users to download permanent 

physical copies of programs to their personal hard drives.  

Instead, all copies are retained on Aereo’s remote hard drive. 

Hearst’s amended complaint alleges that, by providing this 

service, Aereo engages in  

clear copyright violations that put WCVB’s entire 
business model at risk and undermine a regulatory 
regime carefully constructed by Congress.   
 

Specifically, it contends that Aereo violates WCVB’s exclusive 

rights under the Copyright Act, 17 U.S.C. § 106.    

Aereo, for its part, claims that it merely provides 

technology that allows consumers to do what they are legally 

entitled to do: 1) access free and legally accessible over-the-

air television broadcasts using an antenna, 2) create 

individual, unique recordings of those broadcasts for personal 
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use and 3) play the individual, unique recordings on personal 

devices.  It admits that it has not received any authorization 

to provide WCVB’s programming to its subscribers.  

 C. Procedural History  

Aereo formally launched its service in Boston on May 15, 

2013, and the service became generally available to subscribers 

later that month.  Hearst filed suit and moved for a preliminary 

injunction on July 9 and amended its complaint on July 30, 2013.  

On July 16, Aereo moved to transfer the case to the Southern 

District of New York where Judge Alison J. Nathan is already 

presiding over two cases to which Aereo is a party and that 

involve similar issues.  It also moved to stay proceedings 

pending resolution of that motion.  The Court held a hearing 

with respect to the pending motions on September 18, 2013. 

II. Aereo’s Motions to Transfer and Stay 

 For the reasons that follow, the Court will deny Aereo’s 

motion to transfer the case to the Southern District of New 

York.  Aereo’s motion to stay the case pending resolution of its 

transfer motion will therefore become moot and will also be 

denied.  

 A. Legal Standard   

 District courts have the discretion to transfer “any civil 

action to any other district or division where it might have 

been brought” for the “convenience of parties and witnesses” and 
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“in the interest of justice.” 28 U.S.C. § 1404(a).  Hearst does 

not dispute that the case “might have been brought” in the 

Southern District of New York so the Court’s analysis is limited 

to whether convenience and justice favor transfer.   

 While the decision to transfer a case under § 1404 lies 

solely within the discretion of the court, there is a 

presumption in favor of the plaintiff's choice of forum and the 

defendant must bear the burden of proving that a transfer is 

warranted. Holmes Grp., Inc. v. Hamilton Beach/Proctor Silex, 

Inc., 249 F. Supp. 2d 12, 15 (D. Mass. 2002).  Factors to be 

considered in determining whether transfer is warranted include 

1) the plaintiff's choice of forum, 2) the relative convenience 

of the parties, 3) the convenience of the witnesses and location 

of documents, 4) any connection between the forum and the 

issues, 5) the law to be applied and 6) the state or public 

interests at stake. Id. at 17. 

 B. Application 

 Aereo maintains that transfer is warranted because 1) Judge 

Nathan is already familiar with the facts and legal issues that 

will arise in this dispute and therefore will be able to avoid 

duplicative discovery and 2) Hearst has engaged in impermissible 

forum-shopping by filing in this Court rather than in New York. 

 Aereo’s arguments in favor of transfer do not overcome the 

presumption in favor of Hearst’s chosen forum.  Even if the 
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Court were inclined to transfer this case to New York, the 

actions pending before Judge Nathan are already quite advanced 

and therefore transfer is virtually guaranteed to either delay 

litigation or unfairly burden Hearst.   

 Nor is the Court persuaded that it would be unjust to allow 

Hearst’s suit to proceed in this forum.  Hearst is suing Aereo 

in its capacity as WCVB’s owner and only seeks to enjoin Aereo 

with respect to WCVB’s local programming.  As such, it is the 

hometown plaintiff for the purposes of this litigation and is 

entitled to a strong presumption in favor of its choice of 

forum. See Kettenbach v. Demoulas, 822 F. Supp. 43, 44 (D. Mass. 

1993); Layton v. Nat’l Freight, Inc., 2012 WL 5419140, at *2 

(S.D. Miss. Nov. 5, 2012) (reasoning that plaintiff who sues in 

home forum has not “venue shopped”).  Hearst’s decision to limit 

the scope of the suit to WCVB’s local programming and Aereo’s 

local activities also weighs in favor of resolving the suit here 

rather than in New York. See Transcanada Power Mktg., Ltd. v. 

Narragansett Elec. Co., 402 F. Supp. 2d 343, 354 (D. Mass. 2005) 

(noting local interest in having local controversies decided in 

the local forum).  

III. Hearst’s Motion for a Preliminary Injunction 

Hearst seeks to enjoin Aereo from infringing WCVB’s 

exclusive rights under the Copyright Act, 17 U.S.C. § 106.  For 

the reasons that follow, Hearst’s motion will be denied. 
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A. Legal Standard 

To prevail on its motion, Hearst must establish  

that [it] is likely to succeed on the merits, that 
[it] is likely to suffer irreparable harm in the 
absence of preliminary relief, that the balance of 
equities tips in [its] favor, and that an injunction 
is in the public interest. 

Voices of the Arab World, Inc. v. MDTV Med. News Now, Inc., 645 

F.3d 26, 32 (1st Cir. 2011) (quoting Winter v. Natural Res. Def. 

Council, Inc., 555 U.S. 7, 129 (2008)).   

Of these factors, the likelihood of success on the merits 

“normally weighs heaviest on the decisional scales.” Coquico, 

Inc. v. Rodriguez-Miranda, 562 F.3d 62, 66 (1st Cir. 2009).  

This factor is also given particular weight in copyright cases 

because “the resolution of the other three factors often turns 

on the plaintiff’s likelihood of success.” Id. 

B. Application 

 1. Likelihood of Success on the Merits 

In the instant case, Hearst claims that Aereo’s services 

violate WCVB’s exclusive rights under § 106 of the Copyright Act 

to 1) publicly perform, 2) reproduce, 3) distribute and 4) 

prepare derivative works based on its copyrighted programming.  

Hearst fails to make a sufficient showing that it is likely to 

prevail on any of these claims and therefore this factor weighs 

against a preliminary injunction in its favor. 
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   a. Exclusive Right to Perform Copyrighted Work 
Publicly  

 
The most hotly contested issue is whether Aereo infringes 

WCVB’s exclusive right to transmit its works to the public.     

   i. Relevant Statutory Provisions 

Section 106 of the Copyright Act gives copyright owners the 

exclusive rights to “perform the copyrighted [audiovisual] work 

publicly.” 17. U.S.C. § 106(4).  Section 101 of the Act explains 

that “to perform” a work is 

to recite, render, play, dance or act it, either 
directly or by means of any device or process or, in 
the case of a motion picture or other audiovisual 
work, to show its images in any sequence or make the 
sounds accompanying it audible. 

 
Id. § 101.   

Furthermore, the statute distinguishes between public and 

private performances.  The “Transmit Clause” of § 101 defines 

“to perform a work publicly” as 

to transmit or otherwise communicate a performance or 
display of the work to a [public place] or to the 
public, by means of any device or process, whether the 
members of the public capable of receiving the 
performance or display receive it in the same place or 
in separate places and at the same time or at 
different times. 

 
Id.  Section 101 elsewhere defines “to transmit” as “to 

communicate [something] by any device or process whereby images 

or sounds are received beyond the place from which they are 
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sent.” Id.  A “device or process” is also defined broadly to 

include “one now known or later developed.” Id.   

    ii. Legislative History 

 The House Committee on the Judiciary’s Report on the 1976 

revisions to the Copyright Act provides additional insight into 

the intended meaning of “perform” and “public performance.”  The 

report explains that the same copyrighted work may be 

“performed” in various ways: 

Concepts of public performance and public display 
cover not only the initial rendition or showing, but 
also any further act by which that rendition or 
showing is transmitted or communicated to the public.  
Thus, for example: a singer is performing when he or 
she sings a song; a broadcasting network is performing 
when it transmits his or her performance (whether 
simultaneously or from records); a local broadcaster 
is performing when it transmits the network broadcast; 
a cable television system is performing when it 
retransmits the broadcast to its subscribers; and any 
individual is performing whenever he or she . . . 
communicates the performance by turning on a receiving 
set.   

 
H.R. Rep. No. 94-1476, at 63 (1976).   

    iii. Case Law 
   
 The First Circuit Court of Appeals has not addressed 

whether technology that allows users to record copies of over-

the-air broadcasts of television programs on remote servers and 

view the programs using the internet violates broadcasters’ 

exclusive public performance rights.   
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 The Second Circuit Court of Appeals is the only circuit 

court to address this issue to date and it has held that this 

technology does not infringe the copyright holder’s exclusive 

right to perform its work publicly.  First, in the 2008 

Cablevision case, the Second Circuit held that “RS-DVR” 

technology that allows users to record programming on remote 

servers for later viewing does not infringe the original 

broadcaster’s public performance right because technology’s 

manner of transmitting a recorded program to the viewer who 

recorded it did not constitute a “public performance.” Cartoon 

Network LP v. CSC Holdings, Inc. (Cablevision), 536 F.3d 121, 

137 (2d Cir. 2008).  In 2013, the Second Circuit applied 

Cablevision’s reasoning to Aereo’s service and found that 

Aereo’s transmissions to subscribers also did not infringe. 

WNET, Thirteen v. Aereo, Inc., 712 F.3d 676 (2d Cir. 2013).  The 

court described Cablevision’s holding as resting on two 

“essential facts”: 1) the RS-DVR system created unique copies of 

each program a customer wished to record and 2) a customer could 

only view the unique copy that was generated on his behalf. Id.  

It found that Aereo’s system, which employs individually-

assigned antennas to create copies unique to each user and only 

at the user’s request, shares these two traits. Id. at 690.  
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 In contrast, Judge Denny Chin, who dissented in the WNET 

case and from the Second Circuit’s denial of a rehearing in 

banc, contends that the majority erred by 

erroneously conflat[ing] the phrase ‘performance or 
display’ with the term ‘transmission,’ shifting the 
focus of the inquiry from whether the transmitter’s 
audience receives the same content to whether it 
receives the same transmission.  
 

WNET, Thirteen v. Aereo, Inc., 722 F.3d 500, 507 (2d Cir. 2013) 

(Chin, J., dissenting).  Two district courts have similarly 

reasoned that what makes the transmission “public” is not its 

intended audience of any given copy of the program but the 

intended audience of the initial broadcast. See Fox Television 

Stations, Inc. v. FilmOn X LLC, Civil Action No. 13-758, 2013 WL 

4763414, at *25 (D.D.C. Sept. 5, 2013); Fox Television Stations, 

Inc. v. BarryDriller Content Sys., PLC, 915 F. Supp. 2d 1138, 

1144 (C.D. Cal. 2012).   

   iv. Application 

 Hearst urges the Court to adopt the latter interpretation 

and argues that Aereo’s services clearly fall within the 

definition of transmitting to the public because Aereo is 

transmitting a performance of the original program to members of 

the public.  It contends that the fact that each user views a 

unique copy of the program is irrelevant to the analysis.   

 Aereo responds that it is transmitting private rather than 

public performances per Cablevision.  It also argues that 
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Hearst’s suggestion that the relevant performance is the 

copyrighted work reads the terms “a performance or display” out 

of the statutory phrase “a performance or display of the work”. 

 Aereo’s interpretation is a better reading of the statute 

because the “canon against surplusage” requires this Court to 

give meaning to every statutory term if possible. See 

Cablevision, 536 F.3d at 135-36.  The House Report accompanying 

the 1976 amendments, which explains that the process of 

communicating a copyrighted work from its original creator to 

the ultimate consumer may involve several “performances,” 

provides further support. See H.R. Rep. No. 94-1476, at 63.  In 

short, while the Transmit Clause is not a model of clarity, the 

Court finds at this juncture that Aereo presents the more 

plausible interpretation.  As such, Hearst has not persuaded the 

Court that it is likely to succeed on the merits of its public 

performance claim.   

  b. Exclusive Right to Reproduce Copyrighted 
Work 

 
 Hearst also argues that Aereo violates WCVB’s exclusive 

right to reproduce its copyrighted work or authorize others to 

do so by creating three copies of WCVB’s copyrighted programming 

every time a consumer chooses to watch or record a program and 

saving the subject copies for longer than a “transitory” period.  
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   i. Legal Standard 

 Copyright holders enjoy the exclusive right “to reproduce 

the copyrighted work in copies” and to authorize others to do 

the same. 17 U.S.C. § 106(1).  “Copies” are  

material objects . . . in which a work is fixed by any 
method now known or later developed, and from which 
the work can be perceived, reproduced, or otherwise 
communicated, either directly or with the aid of a 
machine or device. 
  

Id. § 101.  A work is “fixed” when it is  

sufficiently permanent or stable to permit it to be 
perceived, reproduced, or otherwise communicated for a 
period of more than transitory duration.  
 

Id.     

    ii. Application 

 Aereo contends that it cannot be liable for infringing 

WCVB’s exclusive right to reproduce WCVB’s copyrighted works 

because its users provide the volitional conduct that creates 

the copy of the program they select.  Aereo asserts that there 

is a well-established principle that a technology provider 

cannot be held directly liable on a copyright claim for 

providing a machine that responds automatically to user 

commands.   

 The First Circuit has not decided if a plaintiff claiming 

infringement must show volitional conduct on the part of the 

defendant. See Soc’y of Holy Transfig. Monastery, Inc. v. 

Gregory, 689 F.3d 29, 55 (1st Cir. 2012).  The Second, Third, 
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and Fourth Circuits have, however, imposed such a requirement.  

Those courts reason that holding a media company liable just 

because it provides technology that enables users to make copies 

of programming would be the rough equivalent of holding the 

owner of a copy machine liable because people use the machine to 

illegally reproduce copyrighted materials. See, e.g., CoStar 

Grp., Inc. v. LoopNet, Inc., 373 F.3d 544, 550 (4th Cir. 2004).   

 Requiring a showing of volitional conduct comports with the 

general principle that, even with a strict liability statute 

such as the Copyright Act, the challenged conduct must cause the 

harm. See Religious Tech. Ctr. v. Netcom On-Line Commc’ns Serv., 

Inc., 907 F. Supp. 1361, 1370 (N.D. Cal. 1995).  The Court finds 

that, in this case, it is likely that the user supplies the 

necessary volitional conduct to make the copy.  The fact that 

Aereo users have the option to watch programs “live” does not 

command a different result because those users are informed that 

the system will create a copy of the program so that they can 

pause and rewind.  This is a closer question than the issue of 

public performance, however, and discovery could disclose that 

Aereo’s service infringes WCVB’s right to reproduce its work. 

   c. Exclusive Right to Distribute Copyrighted 
Work to the Public 

 
 Hearst also submits that Aereo violates WCVB’s exclusive 

right to distribute its copyrighted works to the public “by sale 
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or other transfer of ownership, or by rental, lease, or 

lending.” 17 U.S.C. § 106(3).  The Copyright Act does not define 

what it means to “distribute” but courts have interpreted it to 

entail an “actual dissemination of either copies or 

phonorecords.” Atl. Recording Co. v. Howell, 554 F. Supp. 2d 

976, 981 (D. Ariz. 2008) (collecting cases).  Here, Aereo’s 

technology allows users to stream but not download programming.  

As such, Aereo is more aptly described as “performing” than 

“distributing” copyrighted works. See William F. Patry, 3 Patry 

on Copyright § 8:23 (March 2013).  The Court thus finds it 

unlikely that Hearst could prevail on its claim that Aereo is 

unlawfully distributing WCVB’s copyrighted works.  

  d. Exclusive Right to Create Derivative Works 
 
 The Court will quickly dispose of Hearst’s argument that 

Aereo’s act of reformatting intercepted programming violates 

WCVB’s right to prepare derivative works. 17 U.S.C. § 106(2).   

Hearst has presented no legal authority nor is the Court aware 

of any for the proposition that Aereo’s technology creates a 

derivative work merely by converting programs from their 

original digital format to a different digital format compatible 

with internet streaming.   
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  2. Irreparable Harm  

 The Court finds that Hearst has made a minimal showing of 

irreparable harm that is an insufficient basis for entering a 

preliminary injunction in its favor. 

   a. Legal Standard 

 Irreparable harm is “a substantial injury that is not 

accurately measureable or adequately compensable by money 

damages.” Ross-Simons of Warwick v. Baccarat, Inc., 102 F.3d 12, 

19 (1st Cir. 1996).  Plaintiffs alleging irreparable harm must 

show more than a “tenuous or overly speculative forecast of 

anticipated harm.” Id.   

 In the preliminary injunction context, the First Circuit 

measures irreparable harm 

on a sliding scale, working in conjunction with a 
moving party’s likelihood of success on the merits, 
such that the strength of the showing necessary on 
irreparable harm depends in part on the degree of 
likelihood of success shown. 
 

Braintree Labs., Inc. v. Citigroup Global Mkts. Inc., 622 F.3d 

36, 42-43 (1st Cir. 2010) (internal quotation marks and 

citations omitted). 

   b. Application 

 Hearst suggests that Aereo’s services will irreparably harm 

its ability to profit through 1) retransmission fees, 2) 

advertising fees and 3) new revenue streams that may result from 

making WCVB’s programming available over the internet. 
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 The Court finds that it is possible that WCVB will be 

irreparably harmed in its ability to negotiate retransmission 

fees with cable providers.  Cable, satellite and other 

television communications companies currently pay WCVB 

retransmission fees in exchange for the right to transmit WCVB’s 

signal.  WCVB’s President and General Manager averred that 

Aereo’s service jeopardizes these arrangements in two ways: 1) 

its users might cancel their cable subscriptions and, as a 

result, the cable companies will have less money to pay in 

retransmission fees and 2) the presence of a low-cost competitor 

harms WCVB’s bargaining position with the cable companies and 

may even lead the companies to stop paying WCVB altogether.   

 Yet such a showing does not overcome Hearst’s inability to 

demonstrate a likelihood of success on the merits. See Braintree 

Labs., 622 F.3d at 42-43.  While the prospect of harm is real, 

Hearst has not shown that WCVB will suffer the “full magnitude” 

of the claimed harm before the Court disposes of the case on the 

merits.  Instead, it seems more likely that the harm will take 

several years to materialize. See Am. Broad Cos., Inc. v. Aereo, 

Inc., 864 F. Supp. 2d 373, 399-400 (S.D.N.Y. 2012).   

 Next, Hearst has not made a convincing showing that WCVB 

will be irreparably harmed in its ability to generate 

advertising revenue.  Hearst’s claim that WCVB will not be able 

to measure viewers who access its programming through Aereo is 
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simply not true.  Nielsen, one of the main organizations 

tracking viewership for such purposes, announced in February, 

2013, that it is beginning to include online viewership in its 

viewership totals. See Hosp. Decl., Docket No. 42, Ex. E. 

 Similarly, Hearst’s claim that Aereo’s services threaten 

its prospects of profiting from putting its programs online does 

not meet the standard for irreparable harm because WCVB’s plans 

to put programming online are insufficiently developed.  

  3. Balance of Hardships and Public Interest Factors 

 The balance of hardships does not favor one side over the 

other.  Hearst has demonstrated some likelihood of injury but 

any harm will likely take several years to materialize if the 

Court does not enjoin Aereo from streaming WCVB’s local 

programming.  Aereo, for its part, overstates the effect that a 

narrow injunction envisioned by Hearst would have on its 

business.  It would still be able to provide its users with 

access to the national programming that airs on WCVB and all 

programming on the other local channels. 

 Similarly, the public interest factor cuts both ways.  

Hearst plausibly contends that a preliminary injunction in its 

favor will make it more likely that WCVB has the financial 

resources to continue to offer its highly-regarded and unique 

local programming to the Boston community.  Aereo responds that 

enjoining its services will harm the public because it will take 
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off the table a “lawful and innovative option for consumers to 

access over-the-air broadcasting.”  The Court finds that those 

contentions balance out and therefore this factor does not weigh 

heavily in its analysis. 

 C. Conclusion 

 After considering the relevant factors, the Court finds 

that a preliminary injunction is unwarranted.  Hearst has not 

demonstrated a sufficient likelihood of success on the merits 

nor the requisite irreparable harm and therefore it is not 

entitled to that “extraordinary and drastic remedy.” See Voice 

of the Arab World, 645 F.3d at 32. 

 
ORDER 

 
Accordingly, 

 
1) Aereo’s motion to transfer to the Southern District of 

New York (Docket No. 20) is DENIED; 
 

2) Aereo’s motion to stay proceedings pending resolution of 
its transfer motion (Docket No. 23) is DENIED AS MOOT; 
and 
 

3) Hearst’s motion for a preliminary injunction (Docket No. 
4) is DENIED. 

 
 
So ordered. 
 /s/ Nathaniel M. Gorton______            
         Nathaniel M. Gorton 
         United States District Judge 
Dated October 8, 2013 
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17 U.S.C. § 101 - DEFINITIONS 

Except as otherwise provided in this title, as used in this title, the following terms 
and their variant forms mean the following: 

* * *
“Audiovisual works” are works that consist of a series of related images which are 
intrinsically intended to be shown by the use of machines, or devices such as 
projectors, viewers, or electronic equipment, together with accompanying sounds, 
if any, regardless of the nature of the material objects, such as films or tapes, in 
which the works are embodied. 

* * * 

“Copies” are material objects, other than phonorecords, in which a work is fixed by 
any method now known or later developed, and from which the work can be 
perceived, reproduced, or otherwise communicated, either directly or with the aid 
of a machine or device. The term “copies” includes the material object, other than 
a phonorecord, in which the work is first fixed. 

 “Copyright owner”, with respect to any one of the exclusive rights comprised in a 
copyright, refers to the owner of that particular right.

* * * 

A work is “created” when it is fixed in a copy or phonorecord for the first time; 
where a work is prepared over a period of time, the portion of it that has been fixed 
at any particular time constitutes the work as of that time, and where the work has 
been prepared in different versions, each version constitutes a separate work.

* * * 

A “device”, “machine”, or “process” is one now known or later developed.

* * * 

A work is “fixed” in a tangible medium of expression when its embodiment in a 
copy or phonorecord, by or under the authority of the author, is sufficiently 
permanent or stable to permit it to be perceived, reproduced, or otherwise 
communicated for a period of more than transitory duration. A work consisting of 
sounds, images, or both, that are being transmitted, is “fixed” for purposes of this 
title if a fixation of the work is being made simultaneously with its transmission.  
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* * * 

To “perform” a work means to recite, render, play, dance, or act it, either directly 
or by means of any device or process or, in the case of a motion picture or other 
audiovisual work, to show its images in any sequence or to make the sounds 
accompanying it audible. 

* * * 

To perform or display a work “publicly” means—  
(1)to perform or display it at a place open to the public or at any place where a 
substantial number of persons outside of a normal circle of a family and its social 
acquaintances is gathered; or 
(2)to transmit or otherwise communicate a performance or display of the work to a 
place specified by clause (1) or to the public, by means of any device or process, 
whether the members of the public capable of receiving the performance or display 
receive it in the same place or in separate places and at the same time or at 
different times.

* * * 

To “transmit” a performance or display is to communicate it by any device or 
process whereby images or sounds are received beyond the place from which they 
are sent.  

* * * 

(http://www.law.cornell.edu/uscode/text/17/101)
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17 USC § 106 - EXCLUSIVE RIGHTS IN COPYRIGHTED WORKS 

Subject to sections 107 through 122, the owner of copyright under this title has the 
exclusive rights to do and to authorize any of the following: 

(1)to reproduce the copyrighted work in copies or phonorecords; 

(2)to prepare derivative works based upon the copyrighted work; 

(3)to distribute copies or phonorecords of the copyrighted work to the public by 
sale or other transfer of ownership, or by rental, lease, or lending; 

(4)in the case of literary, musical, dramatic, and choreographic works, 
pantomimes, and motion pictures and other audiovisual works, to perform the 
copyrighted work publicly; 

(5)in the case of literary, musical, dramatic, and choreographic works, 
pantomimes, and pictorial, graphic, or sculptural works, including the individual 
images of a motion picture or other audiovisual work, to display the copyrighted 
work publicly; and 

(6)in the case of sound recordings, to perform the copyrighted work publicly by 
means of a digital audio transmission. 

(http://www.law.cornell.edu/uscode/text/17/106)
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17 USC § 111 - LIMITATIONS ON EXCLUSIVE RIGHTS: SECONDARY 
TRANSMISSIONS OF BROADCAST PROGRAMMING BY CABLE 

(a) Certain Secondary Transmissions Exempted.— The secondary transmission 
of a performance or display of a work embodied in a primary transmission is not an 
infringement of copyright if— 

(1)the secondary transmission is not made by a cable system, and consists 
entirely of the relaying, by the management of a hotel, apartment house, or 
similar establishment, of signals transmitted by a broadcast station licensed 
by the Federal Communications Commission, within the local service area 
of such station, to the private lodgings of guests or residents of such 
establishment, and no direct charge is made to see or hear the secondary 
transmission; or 
(2)the secondary transmission is made solely for the purpose and under the 
conditions specified by paragraph (2) of section 110; or 
(3)the secondary transmission is made by any carrier who has no direct or 
indirect control over the content or selection of the primary transmission or 
over the particular recipients of the secondary transmission, and whose 
activities with respect to the secondary transmission consist solely of 
providing wires, cables, or other communications channels for the use of 
others: Provided, That the provisions of this paragraph extend only to the 
activities of said carrier with respect to secondary transmissions and do not 
exempt from liability the activities of others with respect to their own 
primary or secondary transmissions; 
(4)the secondary transmission is made by a satellite carrier pursuant to a 
statutory license under section 119 orsection 122;
(5)the secondary transmission is not made by a cable system but is made by 
a governmental body, or other nonprofit organization, without any purpose 
of direct or indirect commercial advantage, and without charge to the 
recipients of the secondary transmission other than assessments necessary to 
defray the actual and reasonable costs of maintaining and operating the 
secondary transmission service. 

(b) Secondary Transmission of Primary Transmission to Controlled Group.— 
Notwithstanding the provisions of subsections (a) and (c), the secondary 
transmission to the public of a performance or display of a work embodied in a 
primary transmission is actionable as an act of infringement under section 501, and 
is fully subject to the remedies provided by sections 502 through 506, if the 
primary transmission is not made for reception by the public at large but is 
controlled and limited to reception by particular members of the public: Provided, 
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however, That such secondary transmission is not actionable as an act of 
infringement if— 

(1)the primary transmission is made by a broadcast station licensed by the 
Federal Communications Commission; and 
(2)the carriage of the signals comprising the secondary transmission is 
required under the rules, regulations, or authorizations of the Federal 
Communications Commission; and 
(3)the signal of the primary transmitter is not altered or changed in any way 
by the secondary transmitter. 

(c) Secondary Transmissions by Cable Systems.— 
(1)Subject to the provisions of paragraphs (2), (3), and (4) of this subsection 
and section 114(d), secondary transmissions to the public by a cable system 
of a performance or display of a work embodied in a primary transmission 
made by a broadcast station licensed by the Federal Communications 
Commission or by an appropriate governmental authority of Canada or 
Mexico shall be subject to statutory licensing upon compliance with the 
requirements of subsection (d) where the carriage of the signals comprising 
the secondary transmission is permissible under the rules, regulations, or 
authorizations of the Federal Communications Commission. 
(2)Notwithstanding the provisions of paragraph (1) of this subsection, the 
willful or repeated secondary transmission to the public by a cable system of 
a primary transmission made by a broadcast station licensed by the Federal 
Communications Commission or by an appropriate governmental authority 
of Canada or Mexico and embodying a performance or display of a work is 
actionable as an act of infringement under section 501, and is fully subject to 
the remedies provided by sections 502 through 506, in the following cases: 

(A)where the carriage of the signals comprising the secondary 
transmission is not permissible under the rules, regulations, or 
authorizations of the Federal Communications Commission; or 
(B)where the cable system has not deposited the statement of account 
and royalty fee required by subsection (d). 

(3)Notwithstanding the provisions of paragraph (1) of this subsection and 
subject to the provisions of subsection (e) of this section, the secondary 
transmission to the public by a cable system of a performance or display of a 
work embodied in a primary transmission made by a broadcast station 
licensed by the Federal Communications Commission or by an appropriate 
governmental authority of Canada or Mexico is actionable as an act of 
infringement under section 501, and is fully subject to the remedies provided 
by sections 502 through 506 andsection 510, if the content of the particular 
program in which the performance or display is embodied, or any 
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commercial advertising or station announcements transmitted by the primary 
transmitter during, or immediately before or after, the transmission of such 
program, is in any way willfully altered by the cable system through 
changes, deletions, or additions, except for the alteration, deletion, or 
substitution of commercial advertisements performed by those engaged in 
television commercial advertising market research: Provided, That the 
research company has obtained the prior consent of the advertiser who has 
purchased the original commercial advertisement, the television station 
broadcasting that commercial advertisement, and the cable system 
performing the secondary transmission: And provided further, That such 
commercial alteration, deletion, or substitution is not performed for the 
purpose of deriving income from the sale of that commercial time. 
(4)Notwithstanding the provisions of paragraph (1) of this subsection, the 
secondary transmission to the public by a cable system of a performance or 
display of a work embodied in a primary transmission made by a broadcast 
station licensed by an appropriate governmental authority of Canada or 
Mexico is actionable as an act of infringement under section 501, and is 
fully subject to the remedies provided by sections 502 through 506, if

(A) with respect to Canadian signals, the community of the cable 
system is located more than 150 miles from the United States-
Canadian border and is also located south of the forty-second parallel 
of latitude, or
(B) with respect to Mexican signals, the secondary transmission is 
made by a cable system which received the primary transmission by 
means other than direct interception of a free space radio wave 
emitted by such broadcast television station, unless prior to April 15, 
1976, such cable system was actually carrying, or was specifically 
authorized to carry, the signal of such foreign station on the system 
pursuant to the rules, regulations, or authorizations of the Federal 
Communications Commission. 

(d) Statutory License for Secondary Transmissions by Cable Systems.— 
(1) Statement of account and royalty fees.— Subject to paragraph (5), a 
cable system whose secondary transmissions have been subject to statutory 
licensing under subsection (c) shall, on a semiannual basis, deposit with the 
Register of Copyrights, in accordance with requirements that the Register 
shall prescribe by regulation the following: 

(A)A statement of account, covering the six months next preceding, 
specifying the number of channels on which the cable system made 
secondary transmissions to its subscribers, the names and locations of 
all primary transmitters whose transmissions were further transmitted 
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by the cable system, the total number of subscribers, the gross 
amounts paid to the cable system for the basic service of providing 
secondary transmissions of primary broadcast transmitters, and such 
other data as the Register of Copyrights may from time to time 
prescribe by regulation. In determining the total number of subscribers 
and the gross amounts paid to the cable system for the basic service of 
providing secondary transmissions of primary broadcast transmitters, 
the system shall not include subscribers and amounts collected from 
subscribers receiving secondary transmissions pursuant to section 119.
Such statement shall also include a special statement of account 
covering any non-network television programming that was carried by 
the cable system in whole or in part beyond the local service area of 
the primary transmitter, under rules, regulations, or authorizations of 
the Federal Communications Commission permitting the substitution 
or addition of signals under certain circumstances, together with logs 
showing the times, dates, stations, and programs involved in such 
substituted or added carriage. 
(B)Except in the case of a cable system whose royalty fee is specified 
in subparagraph (E) or (F), a total royalty fee payable to copyright 
owners pursuant to paragraph (3) for the period covered by the 
statement, computed on the basis of specified percentages of the gross 
receipts from subscribers to the cable service during such period for 
the basic service of providing secondary transmissions of primary 
broadcast transmitters, as follows: 

(i)1.064 percent of such gross receipts for the privilege of 
further transmitting, beyond the local service area of such 
primary transmitter, any non-network programming of a 
primary transmitter in whole or in part, such amount to be 
applied against the fee, if any, payable pursuant to clauses (ii) 
through (iv); 
(ii)1.064 percent of such gross receipts for the first distant 
signal equivalent; 
(iii)0.701 percent of such gross receipts for each of the second, 
third, and fourth distant signal equivalents; and 
(iv)0.330 percent of such gross receipts for the fifth distant 
signal equivalent and each distant signal equivalent thereafter. 

(C)In computing amounts under clauses (ii) through (iv) of 
subparagraph (B)— 

(i)any fraction of a distant signal equivalent shall be computed 
at its fractional value; 
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(ii)in the case of any cable system located partly within and 
partly outside of the local service area of a primary transmitter, 
gross receipts shall be limited to those gross receipts derived 
from subscribers located outside of the local service area of 
such primary transmitter; and 
(iii)if a cable system provides a secondary transmission of a 
primary transmitter to some but not all communities served by 
that cable system— 

(I)the gross receipts and the distant signal equivalent values 
for such secondary transmission shall be derived solely on 
the basis of the subscribers in those communities where the 
cable system provides such secondary transmission; and 
(II)the total royalty fee for the period paid by such system 
shall not be less than the royalty fee calculated under 
subparagraph (B)(i) multiplied by the gross receipts from all 
subscribers to the system. 

(D)A cable system that, on a statement submitted before the date of 
the enactment of the Satellite Television Extension and Localism Act 
of 2010, computed its royalty fee consistent with the methodology 
under subparagraph (C)(iii), or that amends a statement filed before 
such date of enactment to compute the royalty fee due using such 
methodology, shall not be subject to an action for infringement, or 
eligible for any royalty refund or offset, arising out of its use of such 
methodology on such statement. 
(E)If the actual gross receipts paid by subscribers to a cable system 
for the period covered by the statement for the basic service of 
providing secondary transmissions of primary broadcast transmitters 
are $263,800 or less— 

(i)gross receipts of the cable system for the purpose of this 
paragraph shall be computed by subtracting from such actual 
gross receipts the amount by which $263,800 exceeds such 
actual gross receipts, except that in no case shall a cable 
system’s gross receipts be reduced to less than $10,400; and 
(ii)the royalty fee payable under this paragraph to copyright 
owners pursuant to paragraph (3) shall be 0.5 percent, 
regardless of the number of distant signal equivalents, if any. 

(F)If the actual gross receipts paid by subscribers to a cable system for 
the period covered by the statement for the basic service of providing 
secondary transmissions of primary broadcast transmitters are more 
than $263,800 but less than $527,600, the royalty fee payable under 
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this paragraph to copyright owners pursuant to paragraph (3) shall 
be—

(i)0.5 percent of any gross receipts up to $263,800, regardless 
of the number of distant signal equivalents, if any; and 
(ii)1 percent of any gross receipts in excess of $263,800, but 
less than $527,600, regardless of the number of distant signal 
equivalents, if any. 

(G)A filing fee, as determined by the Register of Copyrights pursuant 
to section 708(a).

(2) Handling of fees.— The Register of Copyrights shall receive all fees 
(including the filing fee specified in paragraph (1)(G)) deposited under this 
section and, after deducting the reasonable costs incurred by the Copyright 
Office under this section, shall deposit the balance in the Treasury of the 
United States, in such manner as the Secretary of the Treasury directs. All 
funds held by the Secretary of the Treasury shall be invested in interest-
bearing United States securities for later distribution with interest by the 
Librarian of Congress upon authorization by the Copyright Royalty Judges. 
(3) Distribution of royalty fees to copyright owners.— The royalty fees 
thus deposited shall, in accordance with the procedures provided by clause 
(4), be distributed to those among the following copyright owners who claim 
that their works were the subject of secondary transmissions by cable 
systems during the relevant semiannual period: 

(A)Any such owner whose work was included in a secondary 
transmission made by a cable system of a non-network television 
program in whole or in part beyond the local service area of the 
primary transmitter. 
(B)Any such owner whose work was included in a secondary 
transmission identified in a special statement of account deposited 
under clause (1)(A). 
(C)Any such owner whose work was included in non-network 
programming consisting exclusively of aural signals carried by a cable 
system in whole or in part beyond the local service area of the primary 
transmitter of such programs. 

(4) Procedures for royalty fee distribution.— The royalty fees thus 
deposited shall be distributed in accordance with the following procedures: 

(A)During the month of July in each year, every person claiming to be 
entitled to statutory license fees for secondary transmissions shall file 
a claim with the Copyright Royalty Judges, in accordance with 
requirements that the Copyright Royalty Judges shall prescribe by 
regulation. Notwithstanding any provisions of the antitrust laws, for 
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purposes of this clause any claimants may agree among themselves as 
to the proportionate division of statutory licensing fees among them, 
may lump their claims together and file them jointly or as a single 
claim, or may designate a common agent to receive payment on their 
behalf.
(B)After the first day of August of each year, the Copyright Royalty 
Judges shall determine whether there exists a controversy concerning 
the distribution of royalty fees. If the Copyright Royalty Judges 
determine that no such controversy exists, the Copyright Royalty 
Judges shall authorize the Librarian of Congress to proceed to 
distribute such fees to the copyright owners entitled to receive them, 
or to their designated agents, subject to the deduction of reasonable 
administrative costs under this section. If the Copyright Royalty 
Judges find the existence of a controversy, the Copyright Royalty 
Judges shall, pursuant to chapter 8 of this title, conduct a proceeding 
to determine the distribution of royalty fees. 
(C)During the pendency of any proceeding under this subsection, the 
Copyright Royalty Judges shall have the discretion to authorize the 
Librarian of Congress to proceed to distribute any amounts that are 
not in controversy. 

(5)3.75 percent rate and syndicated exclusivity surcharge not applicable to 
multicast streams.—The royalty rates specified in sections 256.2(c) and 
256.2(d) of title 37, Code of Federal Regulations (commonly referred to as 
the “3.75 percent rate” and the “syndicated exclusivity surcharge”, 
respectively), as in effect on the date of the enactment of the Satellite 
Television Extension and Localism Act of 2010, as such rates may be 
adjusted, or such sections redesignated, thereafter by the Copyright Royalty 
Judges, shall not apply to the secondary transmission of a multicast stream. 
(6) Verification of accounts and fee payments.— The Register of 
Copyrights shall issue regulations to provide for the confidential verification 
by copyright owners whose works were embodied in the secondary 
transmissions of primary transmissions pursuant to this section of the 
information reported on the semiannual statements of account filed under 
this subsection for accounting periods beginning on or after January 1, 2010, 
in order that the auditor designated under subparagraph (A) is able to 
confirm the correctness of the calculations and royalty payments reported 
therein. The regulations shall— 

(A)establish procedures for the designation of a qualified independent 
auditor— 
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(i)with exclusive authority to request verification of such a 
statement of account on behalf of all copyright owners whose 
works were the subject of secondary transmissions of primary 
transmissions by the cable system (that deposited the statement) 
during the accounting period covered by the statement; and 
(ii)who is not an officer, employee, or agent of any such 
copyright owner for any purpose other than such audit; 

(B)establish procedures for safeguarding all non-public financial and 
business information provided under this paragraph; 
(C)

(i)require a consultation period for the independent auditor to 
review its conclusions with a designee of the cable system; 
(ii)establish a mechanism for the cable system to remedy any 
errors identified in the auditor’s report and to cure any 
underpayment identified; and 
(iii)provide an opportunity to remedy any disputed facts or 
conclusions;

(D)limit the frequency of requests for verification for a particular 
cable system and the number of audits that a multiple system operator 
can be required to undergo in a single year; and 
(E)permit requests for verification of a statement of account to be 
made only within 3 years after the last day of the year in which the 
statement of account is filed. 

(7) Acceptance of additional deposits.— Any royalty fee payments 
received by the Copyright Office from cable systems for the secondary 
transmission of primary transmissions that are in addition to the payments 
calculated and deposited in accordance with this subsection shall be deemed 
to have been deposited for the particular accounting period for which they 
are received and shall be distributed as specified under this subsection. 

(e) Nonsimultaneous Secondary Transmissions by Cable Systems.— 
(1)Notwithstanding those provisions of the [1]subsection (f)(2) relating to 
nonsimultaneous secondary transmissions by a cable system, any such 
transmissions are actionable as an act of infringement under section 501, and 
are fully subject to the remedies provided by sections 502 through 506
andsection 510, unless— 

(A)the program on the videotape is transmitted no more than one time 
to the cable system’s subscribers; 
(B)the copyrighted program, episode, or motion picture videotape, 
including the commercials contained within such program, episode, or 
picture, is transmitted without deletion or editing; 
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(C)an owner or officer of the cable system
(i) prevents the duplication of the videotape while in the 
possession of the system,  
(ii) prevents unauthorized duplication while in the possession of 
the facility making the videotape for the system if the system 
owns or controls the facility, or takes reasonable precautions to 
prevent such duplication if it does not own or control the 
facility,
(iii) takes adequate precautions to prevent duplication while the 
tape is being transported, and
(iv) subject to paragraph (2), erases or destroys, or causes the 
erasure or destruction of, the videotape; 

(D)within forty-five days after the end of each calendar quarter, an 
owner or officer of the cable system executes an affidavit attesting

(i) to the steps and precautions taken to prevent duplication of 
the videotape, and
(ii) subject to paragraph (2), to the erasure or destruction of all 
videotapes made or used during such quarter; 

(E)such owner or officer places or causes each such affidavit, and 
affidavits received pursuant to paragraph (2)(C), to be placed in a file, 
open to public inspection, at such system’s main office in the 
community where the transmission is made or in the nearest 
community where such system maintains an office; and 
(F)the nonsimultaneous transmission is one that the cable system 
would be authorized to transmit under the rules, regulations, and 
authorizations of the Federal Communications Commission in effect 
at the time of the nonsimultaneous transmission if the transmission 
had been made simultaneously, except that this subparagraph shall not 
apply to inadvertent or accidental transmissions. 

(2)If a cable system transfers to any person a videotape of a program 
nonsimultaneously transmitted by it, such transfer is actionable as an act of 
infringement under section 501, and is fully subject to the remedies provided 
by sections 502 through 506, except that, pursuant to a written, nonprofit 
contract providing for the equitable sharing of the costs of such videotape 
and its transfer, a videotape nonsimultaneously transmitted by it, in 
accordance with paragraph (1), may be transferred by one cable system in 
Alaska to another system in Alaska, by one cable system in Hawaii 
permitted to make such nonsimultaneous transmissions to another such cable 
system in Hawaii, or by one cable system in Guam, the Northern Mariana 
Islands, the Federated States of Micronesia, the Republic of Palau, or the 
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Republic of the Marshall Islands, to another cable system in any of those 
five entities, if— 

(A)each such contract is available for public inspection in the offices 
of the cable systems involved, and a copy of such contract is filed, 
within thirty days after such contract is entered into, with the 
Copyright Office (which Office shall make each such contract 
available for public inspection); 
(B)the cable system to which the videotape is transferred complies 
with paragraph (1)(A), (B), (C)(i), (iii), and (iv), and (D) through (F); 
and
(C)such system provides a copy of the affidavit required to be made in 
accordance with paragraph (1)(D) to each cable system making a 
previous nonsimultaneous transmission of the same videotape. 

(3)This subsection shall not be construed to supersede the exclusivity 
protection provisions of any existing agreement, or any such agreement 
hereafter entered into, between a cable system and a television broadcast 
station in the area in which the cable system is located, or a network with 
which such station is affiliated. 
(4)As used in this subsection, the term “videotape” means the reproduction 
of the images and sounds of a program or programs broadcast by a television 
broadcast station licensed by the Federal Communications Commission, 
regardless of the nature of the material objects, such as tapes or films, in 
which the reproduction is embodied. 

(f) Definitions.— As used in this section, the following terms mean the following: 
(1) Primary transmission.— A “primary transmission” is a transmission 
made to the public by a transmitting facility whose signals are being 
received and further transmitted by a secondary transmission service, 
regardless of where or when the performance or display was first 
transmitted. In the case of a television broadcast station, the primary stream 
and any multicast streams transmitted by the station constitute primary 
transmissions. 
(2) Secondary transmission.— A “secondary transmission” is the further 
transmitting of a primary transmission simultaneously with the primary 
transmission, or nonsimultaneously with the primary transmission if by a 
cable system not located in whole or in part within the boundary of the forty-
eight contiguous States, Hawaii, or Puerto Rico: Provided, however, That a 
nonsimultaneous further transmission by a cable system located in Hawaii of 
a primary transmission shall be deemed to be a secondary transmission if the 
carriage of the television broadcast signal comprising such further 
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transmission is permissible under the rules, regulations, or authorizations of 
the Federal Communications Commission. 
(3) Cable system.— A “cable system” is a facility, located in any State, 
territory, trust territory, or possession of the United States, that in whole or 
in part receives signals transmitted or programs broadcast by one or more 
television broadcast stations licensed by the Federal Communications 
Commission, and makes secondary transmissions of such signals or 
programs by wires, cables, microwave, or other communications channels to 
subscribing members of the public who pay for such service. For purposes of 
determining the royalty fee under subsection (d)(1), two or more cable 
systems in contiguous communities under common ownership or control or 
operating from one headend shall be considered as one system. 
(4) Local service area of a primary transmitter.— The “local service area 
of a primary transmitter”, in the case of both the primary stream and any 
multicast streams transmitted by a primary transmitter that is a television 
broadcast station, comprises the area where such primary transmitter could 
have insisted upon its signal being retransmitted by a cable system pursuant 
to the rules, regulations, and authorizations of the Federal Communications 
Commission in effect on April 15, 1976, or such station’s television market 
as defined in section 76.55(e) of title 47, Code of Federal Regulations (as in 
effect on September 18, 1993), or any modifications to such television 
market made, on or after September 18, 1993, pursuant to section 76.55(e) 
or 76.59 of title 47, Code of Federal Regulations, or within the noise-limited 
contour as defined in 73.622(e)(1) of title 47, Code of Federal Regulations, 
or in the case of a television broadcast station licensed by an appropriate 
governmental authority of Canada or Mexico, the area in which it would be 
entitled to insist upon its signal being retransmitted if it were a television 
broadcast station subject to such rules, regulations, and authorizations. In the 
case of a low power television station, the “local service area of a primary 
transmitter” comprises the area within 35 miles of the transmitter site, except 
that in the case of such a station located in a standard metropolitan statistical 
area which has one of the 50 largest populations of all standard metropolitan 
statistical areas (based on the 1980 decennial census of population taken by 
the Secretary of Commerce), the number of miles shall be 20 miles. The 
“local service area of a primary transmitter”, in the case of a radio broadcast 
station, comprises the primary service area of such station, pursuant to the 
rules and regulations of the Federal Communications Commission. 
(5) Distant signal equivalent.— 

(A) In general.— Except as provided under subparagraph (B), a 
“distant signal equivalent”— 
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(i)is the value assigned to the secondary transmission of any 
non-network television programming carried by a cable system 
in whole or in part beyond the local service area of the primary 
transmitter of such programming; and 
(ii)is computed by assigning a value of one to each primary 
stream and to each multicast stream (other than a simulcast) that 
is an independent station, and by assigning a value of one-
quarter to each primary stream and to each multicast stream 
(other than a simulcast) that is a network station or a 
noncommercial educational station. 

(B) Exceptions.— The values for independent, network, and 
noncommercial educational stations specified in subparagraph (A) are 
subject to the following: 

(i)Where the rules and regulations of the Federal 
Communications Commission require a cable system to omit 
the further transmission of a particular program and such rules 
and regulations also permit the substitution of another program 
embodying a performance or display of a work in place of the 
omitted transmission, or where such rules and regulations in 
effect on the date of the enactment of the Copyright Act of 1976 
[2] permit a cable system, at its election, to effect such omission 
and substitution of a nonlive program or to carry additional 
programs not transmitted by primary transmitters within whose 
local service area the cable system is located, no value shall be 
assigned for the substituted or additional program. 
(ii)Where the rules, regulations, or authorizations of the Federal 
Communications Commission in effect on the date of the 
enactment of the Copyright Act of 1976 [2] permit a cable 
system, at its election, to omit the further transmission of a 
particular program and such rules, regulations, or authorizations 
also permit the substitution of another program embodying a 
performance or display of a work in place of the omitted 
transmission, the value assigned for the substituted or additional 
program shall be, in the case of a live program, the value of one 
full distant signal equivalent multiplied by a fraction that has as 
its numerator the number of days in the year in which such 
substitution occurs and as its denominator the number of days 
in the year. 
(iii)In the case of the secondary transmission of a primary 
transmitter that is a television broadcast station pursuant to the 
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late-night or specialty programming rules of the Federal 
Communications Commission, or the secondary transmission of 
a primary transmitter that is a television broadcast station on a 
part-time basis where full-time carriage is not possible because 
the cable system lacks the activated channel capacity to 
retransmit on a full-time basis all signals that it is authorized to 
carry, the values for independent, network, and noncommercial 
educational stations set forth in subparagraph (A), as the case 
may be, shall be multiplied by a fraction that is equal to the 
ratio of the broadcast hours of such primary transmitter 
retransmitted by the cable system to the total broadcast hours of 
the primary transmitter. 
(iv)No value shall be assigned for the secondary transmission of 
the primary stream or any multicast streams of a primary 
transmitter that is a television broadcast station in any 
community that is within the local service area of the primary 
transmitter. 

(6) Network station.— 
(A) Treatment of primary stream.— The term “network station” 
shall be applied to a primary stream of a television broadcast station 
that is owned or operated by, or affiliated with, one or more of the 
television networks in the United States providing nationwide 
transmissions, and that transmits a substantial part of the 
programming supplied by such networks for a substantial part of the 
primary stream’s typical broadcast day. 
(B) Treatment of multicast streams.— The term “network station” 
shall be applied to a multicast stream on which a television broadcast 
station transmits all or substantially all of the programming of an 
interconnected program service that— 

(i)is owned or operated by, or affiliated with, one or more of the 
television networks described in subparagraph (A); and 
(ii)offers programming on a regular basis for 15 or more hours 
per week to at least 25 of the affiliated television licensees of 
the interconnected program service in 10 or more States. 

(7) Independent station.— The term “independent station” shall be applied 
to the primary stream or a multicast stream of a television broadcast station 
that is not a network station or a noncommercial educational station. 
(8) Noncommercial educational station.— The term “noncommercial 
educational station” shall be applied to the primary stream or a multicast 
stream of a television broadcast station that is a noncommercial educational 
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broadcast station as defined in section 397 of the Communications Act of 
1934, as in effect on the date of the enactment of the Satellite Television 
Extension and Localism Act of 2010. 
(9) Primary stream.— A “primary stream” is— 

(A)the single digital stream of programming that, before June 12, 
2009, was substantially duplicating the programming transmitted by 
the television broadcast station as an analog signal; or 
(B)if there is no stream described in subparagraph (A), then the single 
digital stream of programming transmitted by the television broadcast 
station for the longest period of time. 

(10) Primary transmitter.— A “primary transmitter” is a television or 
radio broadcast station licensed by the Federal Communications 
Commission, or by an appropriate governmental authority of Canada or 
Mexico, that makes primary transmissions to the public. 
(11) Multicast stream.— A “multicast stream” is a digital stream of 
programming that is transmitted by a television broadcast station and is not 
the station’s primary stream. 
(12) Simulcast.— A “simulcast” is a multicast stream of a television 
broadcast station that duplicates the programming transmitted by the primary 
stream or another multicast stream of such station. 
(13) Subscriber; subscribe.— 

(A) Subscriber.— The term “subscriber” means a person or entity 
that receives a secondary transmission service from a cable system 
and pays a fee for the service, directly or indirectly, to the cable 
system. 
(B) Subscribe.— The term “subscribe” means to elect to become a 
subscriber.

[1] So in original. The word “the” probably should not appear. 

[2] See References in Text note below.

(http://www.law.cornell.edu/uscode/text/17/111)
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47 USC § 301 - LICENSE FOR RADIO COMMUNICATION OR 
TRANSMISSION OF ENERGY 

It is the purpose of this chapter, among other things, to maintain the control of the 
United States over all the channels of radio transmission; and to provide for the use 
of such channels, but not the ownership thereof, by persons for limited periods of 
time, under licenses granted by Federal authority, and no such license shall be 
construed to create any right, beyond the terms, conditions, and periods of the 
license. No person shall use or operate any apparatus for the transmission of 
energy or communications or signals by radio  

(a) from one place in any State, Territory, or possession of the United States or in 
the District of Columbia to another place in the same State, Territory, possession, 
or District; or  

(b) from any State, Territory, or possession of the United States, or from the 
District of Columbia to any other State, Territory, or possession of the United 
States; or

(c) from any place in any State, Territory, or possession of the United States, or in 
the District of Columbia, to any place in any foreign country or to any vessel; or

(d) within any State when the effects of such use extend beyond the borders of said 
State, or when interference is caused by such use or operation with the 
transmission of such energy, communications, or signals from within said State to 
any place beyond its borders, or from any place beyond its borders to any place 
within said State, or with the transmission or reception of such energy, 
communications, or signals from and/or to places beyond the borders of said State; 
or

(e) upon any vessel or aircraft of the United States (except as provided in section 
303(t) of this title); or

(f) upon any other mobile stations within the jurisdiction of the United States, 
except under and in accordance with this chapter and with a license in that behalf 
granted under the provisions of this chapter. 

(http://www.law.cornell.edu/uscode/text/47/301)
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47 USC § 307 - LICENSES 

(a) Grant
The Commission, if public convenience, interest, or necessity will be served 
thereby, subject to the limitations of this chapter, shall grant to any applicant 
therefor a station license provided for by this chapter. 

(b) Allocation of facilities 
In considering applications for licenses, and modifications and renewals thereof, 
when and insofar as there is demand for the same, the Commission shall make such 
distribution of licenses, frequencies, hours of operation, and of power among the 
several States and communities as to provide a fair, efficient, and equitable 
distribution of radio service to each of the same. 

(c) Terms of licenses 
(1) Initial and renewal licenses 
Each license granted for the operation of a broadcasting station shall be for a 
term of not to exceed 8 years. Upon application therefor, a renewal of such 
license may be granted from time to time for a term of not to exceed 8 years 
from the date of expiration of the preceding license, if the Commission finds 
that public interest, convenience, and necessity would be served thereby. 
Consistent with the foregoing provisions of this subsection, the Commission 
may by rule prescribe the period or periods for which licenses shall be 
granted and renewed for particular classes of stations, but the Commission 
may not adopt or follow any rule which would preclude it, in any case 
involving a station of a particular class, from granting or renewing a license 
for a shorter period than that prescribed for stations of such class if, in its 
judgment, the public interest, convenience, or necessity would be served by 
such action. 

(2) Materials in application 
In order to expedite action on applications for renewal of broadcasting 
station licenses and in order to avoid needless expense to applicants for such 
renewals, the Commission shall not require any such applicant to file any 
information which previously has been furnished to the Commission or 
which is not directly material to the considerations that affect the granting or 
denial of such application, but the Commission may require any new or 
additional facts it deems necessary to make its findings. 

(3) Continuation pending decision 
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Pending any administrative or judicial hearing and final decision on such an 
application and the disposition of any petition for rehearing pursuant to 
section 405 orsection 402 of this title, the Commission shall continue such 
license in effect. 

(d) Renewals 
No renewal of an existing station license in the broadcast or the common carrier 
services shall be granted more than thirty days prior to the expiration of the 
original license. 

(e) Operation of certain radio stations without individual licenses 
(1)Notwithstanding any license requirement established in this chapter, if the 
Commission determines that such authorization serves the public interest, 
convenience, and necessity, the Commission may by rule authorize the 
operation of radio stations without individual licenses in the following radio 
services:

(A) the citizens band radio service;  
(B) the radio control service;
(C) the aviation radio service for aircraft stations operated on 

domestic flights when such aircraft are not otherwise required to carry a 
radio station; and

(D) the maritime radio service for ship stations navigated on domestic 
voyages when such ships are not otherwise required to carry a radio 
station. 

(2)Any radio station operator who is authorized by the Commission to 
operate without an individual license shall comply with all other provisions 
of this chapter and with rules prescribed by the Commission under this 
chapter.

(3)For purposes of this subsection, the terms “citizens band radio service”, 
“radio control service”, “aircraft station” and “ship station” shall have the 
meanings given them by the Commission by rule. 

(f) Areas in Alaska without access to over the air broadcasts 
Notwithstanding any other provision of law,  

(1) any holder of a broadcast license may broadcast to an area of Alaska that 
otherwise does not have access to over the air broadcasts via translator, 
microwave, or other alternative signal delivery even if another holder of a 
broadcast license begins broadcasting to such area,  
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(2) any holder of a broadcast license who has broadcast to an area of Alaska 
that did not have access to over the air broadcasts via translator, microwave, 
or other alternative signal delivery may continue providing such service 
even if another holder of a broadcast license begins broadcasting to such 
area, and shall not be fined or subject to any other penalty, forfeiture, or 
revocation related to providing such service including any fine, penalty, 
forfeiture, or revocation for continuing to operate notwithstanding orders to 
the contrary. 

(http://www.law.cornell.edu/uscode/text/47/307)
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47 USC § 325 - FALSE, FRAUDULENT, OR UNAUTHORIZED 
TRANSMISSIONS

* * * 

(b) Consent to retransmission of broadcasting station signals 
(1)No cable system or other multichannel video programming distributor 
shall retransmit the signal of a broadcasting station, or any part thereof, 
except— 

(A)with the express authority of the originating station; 

(B)under section 534 of this title, in the case of a station electing, in 
accordance with this subsection, to assert the right to carriage under such 
section; or 

(C)under section 338 of this title, in the case of a station electing, in 
accordance with this subsection, to assert the right to carriage under such 
section.

(2)This subsection shall not apply— 
(A)to retransmission of the signal of a noncommercial television 
broadcast station; 

(B)to retransmission of the signal of a television broadcast station 
outside the station’s local market by a satellite carrier directly to its 
subscribers, if— 

(i)such station was a superstation on May 1, 1991; 

(ii)as of July 1, 1998, such station was retransmitted by a satellite 
carrier under the statutory license of section 119 of title 17; and 

(iii)the satellite carrier complies with any network nonduplication, 
syndicated exclusivity, and sports blackout rules adopted by the 
Commission under section 339(b) of this title; 

(C)until December 31, 2014, to retransmission of the signals of network 
stations directly to a home satellite antenna, if the subscriber receiving 
the signal— 
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(i)is located in an area outside the local market of such stations; and 

(ii)resides in an unserved household; 

(D)to retransmission by a cable operator or other multichannel video 
provider, other than a satellite carrier, of the signal of a television 
broadcast station outside the station’s local market if such signal was 
obtained from a satellite carrier and— 

(i)the originating station was a superstation on May 1, 1991; and 

(ii)as of July 1, 1998, such station was retransmitted by a satellite 
carrier under the statutory license of section 119 of title 17; or 

(E)during the 6-month period beginning on November 29, 1999, to the 
retransmission of the signal of a television broadcast station within the 
station’s local market by a satellite carrier directly to its subscribers 
under the statutory license of section 122 of title 17.
For purposes of this paragraph, the terms “satellite carrier” and 
“superstation” have the meanings given those terms, respectively, in 
section 119(d) of title 17, as in effect on October 5, 1992, the term 
“unserved household” has the meaning given that term under section 
119(d) of such title, and the term “local market” has the meaning given 
that term in section 122(j) of such title. 

(3)
(A)Within 45 days after October 5, 1992, the Commission shall 
commence a rulemaking proceeding to establish regulations to govern 
the exercise by television broadcast stations of the right to grant 
retransmission consent under this subsection and of the right to signal 
carriage under section 534 of this title, and such other regulations as are 
necessary to administer the limitations contained in paragraph (2). The 
Commission shall consider in such proceeding the impact that the grant 
of retransmission consent by television stations may have on the rates 
for the basic service tier and shall ensure that the regulations prescribed 
under this subsection do not conflict with the Commission’s obligation 
under section 543(b)(1) of this title to ensure that the rates for the basic 
service tier are reasonable. Such rulemaking proceeding shall be 
completed within 180 days after October 5, 1992. 
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(B)The regulations required by subparagraph (A) shall require that 
television stations, within one year after October 5, 1992, and every 
three years thereafter, make an election between the right to grant 
retransmission consent under this subsection and the right to signal 
carriage under section 534 of this title. If there is more than one cable 
system which services the same geographic area, a station’s election 
shall apply to all such cable systems. 

(C)The Commission shall commence a rulemaking proceeding to revise 
the regulations governing the exercise by television broadcast stations of 
the right to grant retransmission consent under this subsection, and such 
other regulations as are necessary to administer the limitations contained 
in paragraph (2). Such regulations shall— 

(i)establish election time periods that correspond with those 
regulations adopted under subparagraph (B) of this paragraph; 

(ii)until January 1, 2015, prohibit a television broadcast station that 
provides retransmission consent from engaging in exclusive contracts 
for carriage or failing to negotiate in good faith, and it shall not be a 
failure to negotiate in good faith if the television broadcast station 
enters into retransmission consent agreements containing different 
terms and conditions, including price terms, with different 
multichannel video programming distributors if such different terms 
and conditions are based on competitive marketplace considerations; 
and

(iii)until January 1, 2015, prohibit a multichannel video programming 
distributor from failing to negotiate in good faith for retransmission 
consent under this section, and it shall not be a failure to negotiate in 
good faith if the distributor enters into retransmission consent 
agreements containing different terms and conditions, including price 
terms, with different broadcast stations if such different terms and 
conditions are based on competitive marketplace considerations. 

(4)If an originating television station elects under paragraph (3)(B) to 
exercise its right to grant retransmission consent under this subsection with 
respect to a cable system, the provisions of section 534 of this title shall not 
apply to the carriage of the signal of such station by such cable system. If an 
originating television station elects under paragraph (3)(C) to exercise its 
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right to grant retransmission consent under this subsection with respect to a 
satellite carrier, section 338 of this title shall not apply to the carriage of the 
signal of such station by such satellite carrier. 

(5)The exercise by a television broadcast station of the right to grant 
retransmission consent under this subsection shall not interfere with or 
supersede the rights under section 338, 534, or 535 of this title of any station 
electing to assert the right to signal carriage under that section. 

(6)Nothing in this section shall be construed as modifying the compulsory 
copyright license established in section 111 of title 17 or as affecting 
existing or future video programming licensing agreements between 
broadcasting stations and video programmers. 

(7)For purposes of this subsection, the term— 

(A)“network station” has the meaning given such term under section 
119(d) of title 17; and 

(B)“television broadcast station” means an over-the-air commercial or 
noncommercial television broadcast station licensed by the Commission 
under subpart E of part 73 of title 47, Code of Federal Regulations, 
except that such term does not include a low-power or translator 
television station. 

* * * 
(http://www.law.cornell.edu/uscode/text/47/325)
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47 CFR 73.624 - DIGITAL TELEVISION BROADCAST STATIONS. 

* * * 

(b) DTV broadcast station permittees or licensees must transmit at least one over-
the-air video program signal at no direct charge to viewers on the DTV channel. 
Until such time as a DTV station permittee or licensee ceases analog transmissions 
and returns that spectrum to the Commission, and except as provided in paragraph 
(b)(1) of this section, at any time that a DTV broadcast station permittee or 
licensee transmits a video program signal on its analog television channel, it must 
also transmit at least one over-the-air video program signal on the DTV channel. 
The DTV service that is provided pursuant to this paragraph must be at least 
comparable in resolution to the analog television station programming transmitted 
to viewers on the analog channel. 

(1) DTV broadcast station permittees and licensees required to construct and 
operate a DTV station by May 1, 2002, or May 1, 2003, pursuant to 
paragraph (d) of this section must, at a minimum, beginning on the date on 
which the DTV station is required to be constructed, provide a digital video 
program signal, of the quality described in paragraph (b) of this section, 
during prime time hours as defined in § 79.3(a)(6) of this chapter. These 
licensees and permittees must also comply with the minimum operating 
hours requirements in paragraph (f) of this section. 
(2) DTV licensees or permittees that choose to commence digital operation 
before the construction deadline set forth in paragraph (d) of this section are 
not subject to any minimum schedule for operation on the DTV channel. 

* * * 

(http://www.law.cornell.edu/cfr/text/47/73.624)
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47 CFR 73.1740 - MINIMUM OPERATING SCHEDULE. 

* * * 

(c) The license of any broadcasting station that fails to transmit broadcast signals 
for any consecutive 12-month period expires as a matter of law at the end of that 
period, notwithstanding any provision, term, or condition of the license to the 
contrary.

* * * 

(http://www.law.cornell.edu/cfr/text/47/73.1740)
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